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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Knowledge management refers to an organiza-
tion’s strategic efforts to gain a competitive advantage
by capturing and using the intellectual assets held by
its employees and customers. Efforts to archive best
practices and lessons learned, and to make better use
of information stored in databases, also fall under the
rubric of knowledge management. Advocates of knowl-
edge management believe that capturing, storing, and
the distributing knowledge will help employees work
smarter, reduce duplication, and ultimately produce
more innovative products and services that meet the
customers’ needs and offer a good value.

If a company knows something (e.g., changing
tastes of the customers, innovative solutions to inter-
national tax issues, or how to use information systems
to better monitor production processes) that its com-
petitors do not, then that company has an opportunity
to offer a distinguishing product or service. Knowledge
management, as a business practice, impacts the entire
organization by helping employees, managers, and
executives share information and best practices that
positively impact collective performance. Unlike down-
sizing, which emphasizes the reduction and control of
costs (often through attrition and layoffs), knowledge
management is a value-adding practice that seeks to
enhance profits, innovation, and decision making by
providing more and better information to every member
of the organization.

To better understand why knowledge has become
a critical factor in businesses, we need to understand
that the United States and many other industrial coun-
tries are moving toward a knowledge economy. A
knowledge economy is one where a majority of workers

spend their day applying know-how to the production
of goods and delivery of services. In a knowledge
economy, employees work to improve decision-
making, design, and delivery processes, while only a
limited number of people are involved with the actual
manufacturing of goods. Important questions that we
might ask about a knowledge economy include:

• How many people now spend their day
applying knowledge?

• How did the change to a knowledge econ-
omy come about?

• How do organizations go about managing
knowledge?

American labor trends indicate that the percent-
age of people working in an information-intensive
capacity is increasing while the number of people
working in agriculture, manufacturing, nonprofessional
service industries is decreasing.

As another indicator of the shift, during the
second half of the twentieth century, knowledge-inten-
sive companies (those that have 40 percent or more
knowledge workers) account for 28 percent of the total
U.S. employment and produced 43 percent of all new
employment growth.

The rapid increase in knowledge-intensive work is
often attributed to communication technologies, and
especially digital technologies, that allow employees to
transfer or access large amounts of data in minutes.
Since the end of World War II, the world has seen the
invention of the first programmable computer, satellite
technology, fax machines, microprocessors, floppy disks,
portable computers, cellular telephones and pagers, and
the World Wide Web. All of these technologies are histori-
cally important because they allow great quantities of infor-
mation to be shared with partners who are geographically
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might have had to wait hours, days, or even weeks to
receive information. Technology has, in effect, brought
people closer together by allowing voice, text, and images
to be rapidly transmitted across great distances.

In 1969, the Department of Defense launched the
Advanced Research Project Agency, which created a dis-
tributed network (precursor to the Internet) that allowed
researchers to share information and connect with other
computers on the network. Later, researchers added e-
mail bulletin boards to the system so that messages could
be transmitted back and forth. This broad digital network
took information sharing to an entirely new level.
Whereas a fax machine might be able to transfer 2,000
words from New York to Los Angeles in a matter of min-
utes, this new digital network—today represented by the
World Wide Web—allows information to be transmitted
at the speed of light. Current statistics indicate that an
ever-increasing number of people are using the Web to
communicate and gather information. In 1983, there
were an estimated 2,000 people using the Arpanet. In
1990, the count increased to just over 1 million users. By
2005, it was estimated that more than 900 million people
worldwide would be using the Internet that year to gather
and transmit information, and this figure was expected to
more than double within five years. The consequence of
all this growth is that decision makers now have almost
instant access to large quantities of data that can be used
to improve decision-making, strategic planning, and
product design, and customer service.

Recognizing that knowledge systems are usually
based on local area network (LAN) or Internet technol-
ogy, several critical questions arise when an organiza-
tion attempts to implement a knowledge management
system. First, how do you measure the value of a knowl-
edge management system? Like soft-skills training,
many organizations and experts are struggling to meas-
ure the value added by a knowledge management
system. For example, the value of new technology in a
manufacturing plant can be measured with relative
accuracy and be said to decrease production costs by a
certain amount per unit. Knowledge management sys-
tems, however, commonly do not have such a direct
impact on operations. How can we accurately measure
value of having immediate access to information that
improves decision-making or strategy?

Another problem is, how do you create an orga-
nizational culture that values sharing? The old adage
“Information is power” exemplifies the cultural rea-
sons why knowledge management systems can be
challenging to implement. Traditionally in the United
States, employees have been recognized and rewarded
for individual effort and achievement. Collaborative
effort and cooperation have not traditionally been
rewarded. Consequently, implementing a knowledge
management system may likely require that an organ-
ization reassess the values by which business is con-

ducted, the performance evaluation instruments, and
the pay/bonus structures so that employees see ample
incentive to share knowledge and cooperate through-
out the organization.

How much information is too much? Information
overload is a concern in organizations that are develop-
ing a knowledge management system. What informa-
tion do we attempt to capture and make available? What
information do we overlook? In large organizations, the
answers to such questions can have a dramatic impact
on the quantity and quality of information available to
employees.

Finally, can knowledge really be captured?
Knowledge managers assume that knowledge can be
captured, replicated, and made useful for other mem-
bers of an organization. Much knowledge, however, is
tacit. It is unexpressed. For example, how do we capture
the knowledge that an operations manager develops
after years of working in manufacturing plants? How
do we capture the sense of history, the habitual pat-
terns of thinking, or the principles for good decision
making that have proven effective over the years? If
explicit knowledge is framed by tacit knowledge, how
do we capture and share both forms of knowledge so
that the user of the knowledge management system
does not feel like the recipient of baseless or de-con-
textualized facts and figures?

SEE ALSO: Electronic Commerce; Electronic Data Interchange
and Electronic Funds Transfer

Michael A. Netzley

Revised by Hal P. Kirkwood, Jr.
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KNOWLEDGE WORKERS

Knowledge workers, alternatively termed knowl-
edge entrepreneurs, free agents, or human capital,
constitute the fastest growing sector of the workforce in
the world. Peter Drucker, the eminent management
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writer credited with coining the term knowledge
worker, defines these individuals as “high level employ-
ees who apply theoretical and analytical knowledge,
acquired through formal education, to develop new
products or services”. Knowledge workers are those
who acquire, manipulate, interpret, and apply informa-
tion in order to perform multidisciplinary, complex and
unpredictable work. They analyze information and
apply expertise in a variety of areas to solve problems,
generate ideas, or create new products and services.

Examples of knowledge workers include profes-
sionals, scientists, educators, and information system
designers. Knowledge work is characterized by the
use of information, by unique work situations, and by
creativity and autonomy. Knowledge workers make
decisions rather than physical items and work with
ideas rather than with objects. Their work focuses on
mental rather than muscle power and is characterized
by non-repetitive tasks. Knowledge workers use dif-
ferent methods and techniques to solve problems and
have the authority to decide what work methods to use
in order to complete their varying job tasks.

CATEGORIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE
WORKERS

Knowledge workers can be grouped into various
categories, based on the amount of time spent on indi-
vidual tasks or on the type of information or skills pos-
sessed. The fact that knowledge workers can be
classified in different ways is indicative of the variety
of jobs they hold.

Knowledge workers can be categorized accord-
ing to the amount of time engaged in routine versus
innovative behaviors. On one end of the scale, workers
perform tasks that are primarily repetitive and routine
in nature but occasionally use complex information to
make independent decisions, often with regard to cus-
tomer service issues. Employees at the spectrum’s
opposite end spend most of their time accessing infor-
mation and making independent decisions with regard
to that information.

A second way to categorize those whose work
focuses on information and ideas is as follows: spe-
cialty knowledge workers, portable knowledge work-
ers, and creation of knowledge workers. Specialty
knowledge workers possess a significant amount of
knowledge related to a specific company’s products or
services. These individuals can be thought of as hous-
ing vital corporate assets in their heads. Portable
knowledge workers possess information of wide and
immediate utility. They are familiar with knowledge
that is in demand by a variety of organizations.
Software programmers, librarians, and persons with
business degrees are examples of portable knowledge
workers. Creation of knowledge workers focuses the

majority of their efforts on innovative behaviors, such
as product design and development. Examples of cre-
ation of knowledge workers include scientists and
information systems designers.

KNOWLEDGE WORKER
CHARACTERISTICS

Knowledge work is complex, and those who per-
form it require certain skills and abilities as well as
familiarity with actual and theoretical knowledge.
These persons must be able to find, access, recall, and
apply information, interact well with others, and pos-
sess the ability and motivation to acquire and improve
these skills. While the importance of one or more of
these characteristics may vary from one job to the
next, all knowledge workers need these basic qualifi-
cations. More jobs now require college degrees than
ever before and a shortage of knowledge workers is
imminent. Another future concern is the retirement of
experienced plant managers, research scientists, and
other knowledge workers that will lead to reduced
capacity to innovate and pursue growth strategies as
well as increase costly operational errors and decrease
efficiency in the management of resources and pro-
ductivity. 

POSSESSING FACTUAL AND THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge workers are conversant with specific factual
and theoretical information. Schoolteachers possess
information regarding specialized subject matter, teach-
ing strategies, and learning theories. The sales represen-
tative commands factual knowledge concerning the
product he or she sells and theoretical knowledge about
how to interest customers in that product. Prospective
knowledge workers may need years of formal education
to master the information needed to enter a particular
field of work. Because knowledge is always being cre-
ated, this type of employee will be acquiring additional
information on a continual basis.

FINDING AND ACCESSING INFORMATION. At a time
when the operations of today’s information society
depends on knowledge that is continually growing and
changing, distribution of information within organiza-
tions has become problematic due to the massive
amount of information with which employees need to
be familiar. Knowledge workers must therefore know
how to independently identify and find such material.
Such employees need to know which sources provide
the information they need and how to use these
sources in order to locate information successfully.

ABILITY TO APPLY INFORMATION. Knowledge work-
ers use information to answer questions, solve prob-
lems, complete writing assignments, and generate ideas.
Use of analogical reasoning and relevance judgment
enables employees to address successfully personal and
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is a knowledge-based problem-solving process in
which persons apply information from precedents to
new situations. Relevance judgment is the process by
which individuals decide whether or not a precedent is
applicable to the problem at hand. The non-repetitive
nature of knowledge workers’ jobs makes crucial the
ability to apply information to new situations.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS. Knowledge work is char-
acterized by close contact with customers, supervi-
sors, subordinates, and team mates. Successful
knowledge workers present clearly, in spoken and
written word, both factual and theoretical information.
These employees listen with understanding and ask
for clarification when they do not understand what is
being said to them.

Knowledge workers must be able to speak, read,
write, and listen in one-on-one and group settings.
Emphasis on quality customer service and customiza-
tion of goods and services to meet individual customer
needs and wants brings knowledge workers into close
contact with customers. The goals of organizational
effectiveness and continual improvement of products,
together with the need to continually consider new
information in order to accomplish work, require com-
munication between supervisor and supervised and
among team mates or colleagues. Knowledge workers
possess communications skills that enable them to col-
laborate with one another for goal-setting, decision-
making, and idea generating purposes.

MOTIVATION. The nature of knowledge work requires
continual growth, in terms of mastery of information
and skill development, on the part of those who do this
type of work. Knowledge workers must become and
remain interested in finding information, memorizing
that information, and applying it to their work.
Because new technological developments call on
knowledge workers to change continuously the way
they accomplish their work, these individuals must
maintain a desire to apply their talents toward incor-
porating new information and new technologies into
their work.

INTELLECTUAL CAPABILITIES. Knowledge workers
must have the intellectual capabilities to acquire the
skills discussed above. Such intellectual capacities
include those concerned with the understanding,
recall, processing and application of specialized infor-
mation. Persons who perform knowledge work must
possess the abilities needed to acquire appropriate
communication skills and to learn how to figure out
where and how information can be located. Knowledge
workers are able to learn how to read and write at post-
secondary levels and to perform abstract reasoning.
They also have the intellectual capacity to understand

the value of acquiring and maintaining the knowledge
and skills needed to accomplish their work.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Some occupations have always centered on the
use of specialized information. Only recently, how-
ever, have persons employed in these types of occupa-
tions begun to outnumber those employed in jobs that
do not require intensive use of specialized knowledge.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, writers such as Fritz
Machlup and Peter Drucker first identified and
described the reasons behind this phenomenon. Today
the increase in knowledge work professions concerns
business administrators, professors, management con-
sultants and others interested in learning how to
increase business profits or improve life’s quality.

Recently, the number of persons employed in tra-
ditional types of knowledge work professions has
escalated while new types of knowledge work have
appeared. Throughout history, people such as writers,
teachers, and ministers, for example, have engaged
themselves in intellectual activity. Their numbers
grew as the population of Europeans in North America
increased in the 1700s and early 1800s. Industrialization
then fostered the creation of new categories of employ-
ees who used information to make their livings: inven-
tors, consultants, and managers. As the population
continued to grow, so did the economy, which became
able to support greater numbers of knowledge workers. 

In the 1950s, computer science and other knowl-
edge based professions rapidly expanded. Economist
Fritz Machlup examined the distribution, use, and cre-
ation of information in the United States. He used sta-
tistical information to show that manual workers’ share
of the labour force was decreasing while the white-
collar share was increasing. He tried to differentiate
among various types of knowledge workers. Machlup
showed that knowledge-producing occupations were
growing much faster than manual labour occupations,
and he redefined the word “work” in terms of a way to
manage and use knowledge. 

Peter Drucker wrote extensively on the subject of
the knowledge worker. Drucker identified and
described the reasons for the decline of the blue collar
worker and the rise of the knowledge worker, and he
made what are now considered accurate predictions
about the knowledge worker’s future place in society.
He described how knowledge-based positions evolved
from manufacturing and agricultural jobs as automa-
tion changed the way these jobs were accomplished.
Drucker argued that service sector activities had
increased, expanded, and diversified, causing the
number of knowledge workers to grow. He explained
how emphasis on and developments in science and
technology fostered the creation of new knowledge
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professions while an expanding economy enabled
their growth.

Information continues to influence work and alter
the way it is accomplished. Technology makes possi-
ble computerized databases to manage and access such
information. In turn, the introduction of new technolo-
gies creates jobs for those who design, manage, and
utilize these technologies. Organizational expansion,
brought on by the use of new knowledge, also creates
this type of work, as employees turn their attention
toward coordinating additional work. Information’s
importance in the workplace continues to make crucial
its accessibility.

KNOWLEDGE WORKER SHORTAGE

The information society requires a highly quali-
fied workforce. As compared to the past, a larger pro-
portion of the population should attend college and
participate in formal training programs designed to
teach specialized information and specific skills asso-
ciated with knowledge work. The fact that traditional
blue-collar workers cannot acquire easily the knowl-
edge and skills needed to become knowledge workers
will create a shortage of these types of workers.
Although colleges and universities may adapt their
curriculum’s to prepare students for various types of
knowledge work, it is unlikely that significantly greater
percentages of the population will attend college. The
American Society for Training and Development
maintains that, while nine-tenths of all new jobs now
require post-secondary levels of reading, writing, and
math, only half of those entering the workforce for the
first time have attained these skills. When the tradi-
tional blue-collar worker cannot make the transition to
knowledge work, society will face problems caused by
both unemployment and understaffing.

HIRING AND RETAINING 
THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER 

The shortage of knowledge workers makes
employers concerned with attracting and retaining
these employees. In order to hire and retain knowl-
edge workers, employers may offer higher salaries,
attractive work environments, and continuing educa-
tional opportunities. Employers take actions designed
to attract and retain knowledge workers by creating a
free-agent community, respecting knowledge workers
as new bosses, and providing growth opportunities. In
a free-agent community, employees have the freedom
to choose their work methods and work in the envi-
ronments in which they function best. Treating knowl-
edge workers as the new bosses means that management
operates as a facilitator rather than as a controller of
work. This gives knowledge workers the autonomy they
need to complete their work as they see fit. Employers

make work attractive and rewarding by providing
growth opportunities, such as those that are associated
with ongoing training and development, special assign-
ments, and rotation of jobs and job responsibilities. In
such ways, employers attempt to address the knowledge
worker shortage.

IMPROVING KNOWLEDGE
WORKER PRODUCTIVITY

Knowledge worker productivity influences suc-
cess in today’s competitive work economy, and busi-
nesses are focusing on increasing this productivity.
Management facilitates the knowledge worker’s job
performance by providing access to relevant informa-
tion; environments that promote this information’s
desired use, continuing educational opportunities, and
a balance between guidance and autonomy.

Employers use costly technologies to facilitate
access to and manipulation of information. The term
information technology refers to computer equipment
and programs used to access, process, store, and dis-
seminate information. Examples of information tech-
nologies include word processing, spreadsheet, and
electronic mail programs, and a variety of other soft-
ware programs designed to process information in
specific ways. Information technologies are designed
to reduce the amount of time employees spend on
information access, management and manipulation
and to increase the accuracy of these processes.
Information technology is important because it helps
make information accessible and manageable in a time
when accessibility and manipulation of information
are crucial to the world economy.

THE WORKPLACE

The characteristics of each individual knowledge
worker’s workplace depend on the type of work
accomplished and what the employer is willing and
able to provide. Workplace arrangements range from
traditional physical office space occupied by employ-
ees between the hours of 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. each
workday to virtual office space which can exist just
about anywhere.

The traditional clerk or manual labourer’s work-
space may remain basically the same as it was in the
past, altered slightly in order to bring employees into
closer contact with one another and with their cus-
tomers or to permit the introduction of new equip-
ment. This being the physical aspects of this type of
workplace center on the completion of repetitive tasks
and job duties.

Knowledge workers who work exclusively with
ideas and information may operate in a non-traditional
workplace situated anywhere that employees have
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ment. Individuals who work in such “virtual offices”
may utilize physical office space as necessary or use
“hoteling” to visit customers. Hoteling is a process by
which those who work out of virtual offices schedule
physical office space for meetings with colleagues,
customers, clients, and sales representatives. Writers,
researchers, outside sales representatives, and product
designers are examples of knowledge workers who
might utilize non-traditional workspaces.

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

The increasing demand for employees who use
their skills and talents to perform complex and non-
repetitive work presents both challenges and opportu-
nities. The challenges include attainment and
maintenance of a well educated, highly skilled, and
efficient workforce. Opportunities include chances for
greater numbers of working age people to hold more
rewarding jobs than previously possible and for
employees to be judged according to their unique tal-
ents and abilities rather with regard to how quickly
they complete repetitious tasks or how well they con-
form to pre-established work standards.

Education of a properly skilled workforce will
take special effort. Society will need to convince its
members to pursue educational and training opportu-
nities that will qualify them for knowledge work.
Businesses and educational institutions may work
together to determine exactly what skills and knowl-
edge students need to enter the workforce and how to
educate students accordingly. Educators and employ-
ers will need to ensure that those who need to know
how to use certain technologies are able to do so and
will not become disconnected because they are unable
to use advanced computer programs or telecommunica-
tions equipment. While potential knowledge workers
will require familiarity with specialized information
related to the type of work they plan to undertake, it will
be important that their educational backgrounds give
them a common basis for understanding one another.

Hiring, retention, and productivity of knowledge
workers will remain important issues. As the shortage
of persons qualified to perform knowledge work
increases, employers will be challenged to find more
effective ways to hire and retain these individuals. In
order to improve productivity, employers will try to
figure out how to promote teamwork among knowledge
workers, how to best design the workplace, and how to
keep knowledge workers from becoming overwhelmed
with the information they need to do their jobs.

The use of information technology to manage and
manipulate information presents a series of challenges.
Employees will need to find ways to fund these tech-
nologies and to provide training on their use. In order
to maximize the value of information technologies,

employers will want to determine how and when
information technologies increase knowledge worker
productivity and performance, how to best match a
particular technology with a specific job, and how
computer programs can be best used to locate,
process, and create information. Employers will also
need to know how to evaluate employee use of infor-
mation technologies and how to cope with underuti-
lization of and resistance to these technologies. With
this user-oriented infrastructure, mission critical busi-
ness news, financial and research data is now available
upon demand to the user’s desktop. In fact, the avail-
ability of critical information via the web has created
a new breed of telecommuting knowledge workers
with anytime/anyplace capabilities.

The shift from blue-collar jobs to knowledge
work presents new opportunities. Greater numbers of
people will be able to hold jobs that enable them to
develop their talents and use their creativity. These
new knowledge workers will have greater job mobil-
ity. Employers will respect them as individuals who
bring unique talents and abilities to their jobs as
opposed to workers who perform repetitious tasks.
Leadership opportunities will be open to increasingly
greater numbers of people. 

The twenty-first century has brought a new chal-
lenge in the form of outsourcing knowledge workers
in several sectors of the economy. Business process
outsourcing services are now flowing to countries
such as India, the Philippines, Russia and China.
Consultant A.T. Kearney predicts that analysis and
research, regulatory reporting, human resources, and
accounting will be the next generation of financial
industry jobs migrating overseas. Concern about high
costs and poor quality resulting from cultural and
communication issues due to outsourcing, has been
expressed. Under utilization and cost demands of busi-
ness worldwide are influencing the changes in knowl-
edge worker skills, requirements, and work location.
Identifying and utilizing the knowledge worker in an
effective and cost efficient manner is a challenge for
business and for the economy today.

William W. Prince
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LAYOUT

In manufacturing, facility layout consists of con-
figuring the plant site with lines, buildings, major
facilities, work areas, aisles, and other pertinent fea-
tures such as department boundaries. While facility
layout for services may be similar to that for manufac-
turing, it also may be somewhat different—as is the
case with offices, retailers, and warehouses. Because
of its relative permanence, facility layout probably is
one of the most crucial elements affecting efficiency.
An efficient layout can reduce unnecessary material
handling, help to keep costs low, and maintain product
flow through the facility.

Firms in the upper left-hand corner of the prod-
uct-process matrix have a process structure known as
a jumbled flow or a disconnected or intermittent line
flow. Upper-left firms generally have a process layout.
Firms in the lower right-hand corner of the product-
process matrix can have a line or continuous flow.
Firms in the lower-right part of the matrix generally
have a product layout. Other types of layouts include
fixed-position, combination, cellular, and certain types
of service layouts.

PROCESS LAYOUT

Process layouts are found primarily in job shops,
or firms that produce customized, low-volume prod-
ucts that may require different processing require-
ments and sequences of operations. Process layouts
are facility configurations in which operations of a
similar nature or function are grouped together. As
such, they occasionally are referred to as functional

layouts. Their purpose is to process goods or provide
services that involve a variety of processing require-
ments. A manufacturing example would be a machine
shop. A machine shop generally has separate depart-
ments where general-purpose machines are grouped
together by function (e.g., milling, grinding, drilling,
hydraulic presses, and lathes). Therefore, facilities
that are configured according to individual functions
or processes have a process layout. This type of layout
gives the firm the flexibility needed to handle a variety
of routes and process requirements. Services that uti-
lize process layouts include hospitals, banks, auto
repair, libraries, and universities.

Improving process layouts involves the mini-
mization of transportation cost, distance, or time. To
accomplish this some firms use what is known as a
Muther grid, where subjective information is summa-
rized on a grid displaying various combinations of
department, work group, or machine pairs. Each com-
bination (pair), represented by an intersection on the
grid, is assigned a letter indicating the importance of
the closeness of the two (A = absolutely necessary; E =
very important; I = important; O = ordinary impor-
tance; U = unimportant; X = undesirable). Importance
generally is based on the shared use of facilities,
equipment, workers or records, work flow, communi-
cation requirements, or safety requirements. The
departments and other elements are then assigned to
clusters in order of importance.

Advantages of process layouts include:

• Flexibility. The firm has the ability to handle
a variety of processing requirements.

• Cost. Sometimes, the general-purpose equip-
ment utilized may be less costly to purchase
and less costly and easier to maintain than
specialized equipment.
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will probably be able to perform a variety of
tasks on multiple machines, as opposed to
the boredom of performing a repetitive task
on an assembly line. A process layout also
allows the employer to use some type of
individual incentive system.

• System protection. Since there are multiple
machines available, process layouts are not
particularly vulnerable to equipment failures.

Disadvantages of process layouts include:

• Utilization. Equipment utilization rates in
process layout are frequently very low,
because machine usage is dependent upon a
variety of output requirements.

• Cost. If batch processing is used, in-process
inventory costs could be high. Lower volume
means higher per-unit costs. More special-
ized attention is necessary for both products
and customers. Setups are more frequent,
hence higher setup costs. Material handling
is slower and more inefficient. The span of
supervision is small due to job complexities
(routing, setups, etc.), so supervisory costs
are higher. Additionally, in this type of
layout accounting, inventory control, and
purchasing usually are highly involved.

• Confusion. Constantly changing schedules
and routings make juggling process require-
ments more difficult.

PRODUCT LAYOUT

Product layouts are found in flow shops (repeti-
tive assembly and process or continuous flow indus-
tries). Flow shops produce high-volume, highly
standardized products that require highly standardized,
repetitive processes. In a product layout, resources are
arranged sequentially, based on the routing of the
products. In theory, this sequential layout allows the
entire process to be laid out in a straight line, which at
times may be totally dedicated to the production of
only one product or product version. The flow of the
line can then be subdivided so that labor and equip-
ment are utilized smoothly throughout the operation.

Two types of lines are used in product layouts:
paced and unpaced. Paced lines can use some sort of
conveyor that moves output along at a continuous rate
so that workers can perform operations on the product
as it goes by. For longer operating times, the worker
may have to walk alongside the work as it moves until
he or she is finished and can walk back to the work-
station to begin working on another part (this essen-
tially is how automobile manufacturing works). 

On an unpaced line, workers build up queues
between workstations to allow a variable work pace.
However, this type of line does not work well with
large, bulky products because too much storage space
may be required. Also, it is difficult to balance an
extreme variety of output rates without significant idle
time. A technique known as assembly-line balancing
can be used to group the individual tasks performed
into workstations so that there will be a reasonable
balance of work among the workstations.

Product layout efficiency is often enhanced
through the use of line balancing. Line balancing is the
assignment of tasks to workstations in such a way that
workstations have approximately equal time require-
ments. This minimizes the amount of time that some
workstations are idle, due to waiting on parts from an
upstream process or to avoid building up an inventory
queue in front of a downstream process.

Advantages of product layouts include:

• Output. Product layouts can generate a large
volume of products in a short time.

• Cost. Unit cost is low as a result of the high
volume. Labor specialization results in
reduced training time and cost. A wider span
of supervision also reduces labor costs.
Accounting, purchasing, and inventory con-
trol are routine. Because routing is fixed, less
attention is required.

• Utilization. There is a high degree of labor
and equipment utilization.

Disadvantages of product layouts include:

• Motivation. The system’s inherent division
of labor can result in dull, repetitive jobs that
can prove to be quite stressful. Also, assem-
bly-line layouts make it very hard to admin-
ister individual incentive plans.

• Flexibility. Product layouts are inflexible
and cannot easily respond to required system
changes—especially changes in product or
process design.

• System protection. The system is at risk from
equipment breakdown, absenteeism, and
downtime due to preventive maintenance.

FIXED-POSITION LAYOUT

A fixed-position layout is appropriate for a prod-
uct that is too large or too heavy to move. For exam-
ple, battleships are not produced on an assembly line.
For services, other reasons may dictate the fixed posi-
tion (e.g., a hospital operating room where doctors,
nurses, and medical equipment are brought to the
patient). Other fixed-position layout examples include
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construction (e.g., buildings, dams, and electric or
nuclear power plants), shipbuilding, aircraft, aero-
space, farming, drilling for oil, home repair, and auto-
mated car washes. In order to make this work, required
resources must be portable so that they can be taken to
the job for “on the spot” performance.

Due to the nature of the product, the user has little
choice in the use of a fixed-position layout. Disadv-
antages include:

• Space. For many fixed-position layouts, the
work area may be crowded so that little stor-
age space is available. This also can cause
material handling problems.

• Administration. Oftentimes, the administra-
tive burden is higher for fixed-position lay-
outs. The span of control can be narrow, and
coordination difficult.

COMBINATION LAYOUTS

Many situations call for a mixture of the three
main layout types. These mixtures are commonly
called combination or hybrid layouts. For example,
one firm may utilize a process layout for the majority
of its process along with an assembly in one area.
Alternatively, a firm may utilize a fixed-position layout
for the assembly of its final product, but use assembly
lines to produce the components and subassemblies
that make up the final product (e.g., aircraft).

CELLULAR LAYOUT

Cellular manufacturing is a type of layout where
machines are grouped according to the process
requirements for a set of similar items (part families)
that require similar processing. These groups are called
cells. Therefore, a cellular layout is an equipment
layout configured to support cellular manufacturing.

Processes are grouped into cells using a tech-
nique known as group technology (GT). Group tech-
nology involves identifying parts with similar design
characteristics (size, shape, and function) and similar
process characteristics (type of processing required,
available machinery that performs this type of process,
and processing sequence).

Workers in cellular layouts are cross-trained so that
they can operate all the equipment within the cell and
take responsibility for its output. Sometimes the cells
feed into an assembly line that produces the final prod-
uct. In some cases a cell is formed by dedicating certain
equipment to the production of a family of parts without
actually moving the equipment into a physical cell (these
are called virtual or nominal cells). In this way, the firm
avoids the burden of rearranging its current layout.
However, physical cells are more common.

An automated version of cellular manufacturing
is the flexible manufacturing system (FMS). With an
FMS, a computer controls the transfer of parts to the
various processes, enabling manufacturers to achieve
some of the benefits of product layouts while main-
taining the flexibility of small batch production.

Some of the advantages of cellular manufactur-
ing include:

• Cost. Cellular manufacturing provides for
faster processing time, less material han-
dling, less work-in-process inventory, and
reduced setup time, all of which reduce
costs.

• Flexibility. Cellular manufacturing allows for
the production of small batches, which pro-
vides some degree of increased flexibility.
This aspect is greatly enhanced with FMSs.

• Motivation. Since workers are cross-trained
to run every machine in the cell, boredom is
less of a factor. Also, since workers are
responsible for their cells’ output, more
autonomy and job ownership is present.

OTHER LAYOUTS

In addition to the aforementioned layouts, there
are others that are more appropriate for use in service
organizations. These include warehouse/storage lay-
outs, retail layouts, and office layouts.

With warehouse/storage layouts, order frequency
is a key factor. Items that are ordered frequently
should be placed close together near the entrance of
the facility, while those ordered less frequently remain
in the rear of the facility. Pareto analysis is an excel-
lent method for determining which items to place near
the entrance. Since 20 percent of the items typically
represent 80 percent of the items ordered, it is not dif-
ficult to determine which 20 percent to place in the
most convenient location. In this way, order picking is
made more efficient.

While layout design is much simpler for small
retail establishments (shoe repair, dry cleaner, etc.),
retail stores, unlike manufacturers, must take into con-
sideration the presence of customers and the accom-
panying opportunities to influence sales and customer
attitudes. For example, supermarkets place dairy prod-
ucts near the rear of the store so that customers who
run into the store for a quick gallon of milk must travel
through other sections of the store. This increases the
chance of the customer seeing an item of interest and
making an impulse buy. Additionally, expensive items
such as meat are often placed so that the customer will
see them frequently (e.g., pass them at the end of each
aisle). Retail chains are able to take advantage of stan-
dardized layouts, which give the customer more famil-
iarity with the store when shopping in a new location.
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physical transfer of information (paperwork) is opti-
mized. Communication also can be enhanced through
the use of low-rise partitions and glass walls.

A number of changes taking in place in manufac-
turing have had a direct effect on facility layout. One
apparent manufacturing trend is to build smaller and
more compact facilities with more automation and
robotics. In these situations, machines need to be
placed closer to each other in order to reduce material
handling. Another trend is an increase in automated
material handling systems, including automated storage
and retrieval systems (AS/AR) and automated guided
vehicles (AGVs). There also is movement toward the
use of U-shaped lines, which allow workers, material
handlers, and supervisors to see the entire line easily and
travel efficiently between workstations. So that the view
is not obstructed, fewer walls and partitions are incorpo-
rated into the layout. Finally, thanks to lean manufactur-
ing and just-in-time production, less space is needed for
inventory storage throughout the layout.

SEE ALSO: Lean Manufacturing and Just-in-Time Production;
Product-Process Matrix

R. Anthony Inman

FURTHER READING:

Finch, Byron J. Operations Now: Profitability, Processes,
Performance. 2nd ed. Boston: McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2006.

Stevenson, William J. Operations Management. 8th ed., Boston:
McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2005. 

LEADERSHIP STYLES 
AND BASES OF POWER

Studies of leadership styles are diverse in nature
and multiple definitions have been offered. However,
leadership style can be defined broadly as the manner
and approach of providing direction, implementing
plans, and motivating people.

Bases of power refer to the methods that man-
agers and leaders utilize to influence their employees.
When examining bases of power, the concept of
authority must also be considered. These two are inter-
connected attributes tied to the behavior of superiors
over subordinates. In their article, “Are There No Limits
To Authority?”, David Knights and Darren McCabe
explain that “power should be understood to be a con-
dition of social relations. Thus, it is erroneous to ask
who has power. Instead, it is necessary to explore how
power is exercised.”

In turn, the nature of how power is exercised is a
workable definition for authority. In short, authority

and power are intertwined, with power being the abil-
ity to do things or have others do what one has ordered
while authority is the foundation on which that power
is built.

STYLES OF LEADERSHIP

Three different styles of leadership were identi-
fied by Kurt Lewin, renowned social scientist, in 1939:
authoritarian, democratic, and laissez-faire. His
results indicated that the democratic style is superior
to the other two styles. Attributes of each style are out-
lined below

• The authoritarian makes all decisions, inde-
pendent of member’s input. The authority
figure dictates direction, leaving members in
the dark about future plans. The authority
figure selects which members will work col-
laboratively and determines solely the work
tasks for the teams. This leader type is very
personal in his praise and criticisms of each
member, but does not actively participate
with the group, unless demonstrating to the
group. The authority figure is friendly and/or
impersonal, but not openly hostile.

• The democratic leader welcomes team input
and facilitates group discussion and decision
making. This leader type shares plans with
the group and offers multiple options for
group consideration. Encourages members
to work freely with each other and leaves
division of tasks to the group. This leader is
objective in praise and criticism, and joins
group activities without over-participating.

• The laissez-faire leader allows the group
complete freedom for decision-making,
without participating himself. This leader
type provides materials and offers to assist
only by request. The laissez-faire leader does
not participate in work discussions or group
tasks. This leader does not offer commentary
on members’ performance unless asked
directly, and does not participate or intervene
in activities. 

Since 1939, Lewin’s research has been the basis
for many further research studies and articles on orga-
nizational behavioral in theory and in action. Each
leadership style can be appropriate depending on the
environment within which it is implemented, the
members of the group (employees), and the goals or
tasks that are being undertaken by the group. Leaders
may adjust their style of leadership to fit certain tasks,
groups, or settings.

An authoritarian leadership style can be effective
when a situation calls for expedited action or decision-
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making. Group members who are not self-motivated,
who prefer structure, and appreciate significant direction
and monitoring may thrive under this style.

A democratic leadership style allows for multiple
viewpoints, inputs, and participation, while still main-
taining control and the leadership role. A quality dem-
ocratic leader recognizes each member’s strengths and
effectively elicits the best performance from each
member, all the while guiding and leading effectively. A
challenge for the democratic leader is to recognize that
not all tasks need to be handled by the group; that the
leader should appropriately address some issues alone.

A laissez-faire leadership style works best when
group members are highly skilled and motivated, with
a proven track record of excellence. This hands-off
approach can allow these capable members to be pro-
ductive and effective. The laissez-faire style is inter-
preted by the members as a sign of confidence and
trust in their abilities and further empowers them to be
successful and motivated.

BASES OF POWER

Five bases of power were identified by French and
Raven in 1960, which laid the groundwork for most dis-
cussions of power and authority in the latter half of the
twentieth century. These five types of power are coer-
cive, legitimate, reward, referent, and expert. Power can
be manifested through one or more of these bases.

COERCIVE POWER. Coercive power rests in the abil-
ity of a manager to force an employee to comply with
an order through the threat of punishment. Coercive
power typically leads to short-term compliance, but in
the long-run produces dysfunctional behavior.

Coercion reduces employees’ satisfaction with
their jobs, leading to lack of commitment and general
employee withdrawal. In the United States, Canada,
and Western Europe, coercive power has seen a
decline in the last 50 years. Several reasons contribute
to this, ranging from the legal erosion of employment-
at-will and the awareness of employee violence or
other forms of retaliatory behavior.

Equally important as an effect on the receding
popularity of coercion as a basis of power has been the
influence of quality management theorists, such as
Philip Crosby and W. Edwards Deming. They sug-
gested that there is a decline in productivity and cre-
ativity when coercive power is employed. The use of
coercive power results in an atmosphere of insecurity
or fear. In spite of this insight, coercion as a base of
power continues to play a role even in those organiza-
tions influenced by theories of quality management.

In times of economic crisis or threats to the sur-
vival of the organization at large, coercion may come

to the forefront. Coercive power may also materialize
as organizations attempt to streamline their operations
for maximum efficiency. If employees must be fired,
those who fail to conform to the organizational goals
for survival will be the most likely candidates for ter-
mination. The threat of termination for failure to
comply, in turn, is coercive power.

LEGITIMATE POWER. Legitimate power rests in the
belief among employees that their manager has the
right to give orders based on his or her position. For
example, at the scene of a crime, people usually
comply with the orders of a uniformed police officer
based simply on their shared belief that he or she has
the predetermined authority to give such orders. In a
corporate setting, employees comply with the orders
of a manager who relies on legitimate power based on
the position in the organizational hierarchy that the
manager holds. Yet, although employees may comply
based on legitimate power, they may not feel a sense
of commitment or cooperation.

REWARD POWER. Reward power, as the name implies,
rests on the ability of a manager to give some sort of
reward to employees. These rewards can range from
monetary compensation to improved work schedules.
Reward power often does not need monetary or other
tangible compensation to work when managers can
convey various intangible benefits as rewards.

Huey describes Sam Walton, founder of Wal-Mart
Stores, Inc., as an active user of reward power. Walton
relies heavily on these intangible awards, indicating
that “nothing else can quite substitute for a few well-
chosen, well-timed, sincere words of praise. They are
absolutely free-and worth a fortune”.

When reward power is used in a flexible manner, it
can prove to be a strong motivator, as Crosby, Deming,
and others have shown. Still, when organizations rely
too rigidly on rewards, the system can backfire.
Employees may be tempted to unethically or even ille-
gally meet the quotas to which overly rigid reward sys-
tems may be tied.

Another problem associated with rewards as a
base for power is the possibility that the rewards will
divert employees’ attention from their jobs and focus
their attention instead on the rewards dangled before
them.

REFERENT POWER. Referent power derives from
employees’ respect for a manager and their desire to
identify with or emulate him or her. In referent power,
the manager leads by example. Referent power rests
heavily on trust. It often influences employees who
may not be particularly aware that they are modeling
their behavior on that of the manager and using what
they presume he or she would do in such a situation as
a point of reference.
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on referent power. Referent power may take consider-
able time to develop and thus may not prove particu-
larly effective in a workforce with a rapid turnover of
personnel.

One common error in applying referent power in
cross-cultural situations, however, comes in misun-
derstanding the ways in which employees identify
with their superiors. Since identification with one’s
superior in the United States is hampered by symbols
of legitimate power (for example, titles or dress), those
who advocate its use encourage managers to dress
down to the level of their employees and use terms
such as “facilitator” and “coach” coupled with “asso-
ciates” and “group members” rather than “boss” and
“subordinates.”

In societies such as Argentina or Mexico, sym-
bols of legitimate power may not readily hamper
identification, whereas American-style egalitarianism
may diminish the respect employees feel for the man-
ager. In short, U.S. employees are likely to identify
with managers by personally liking them and feeling
liked in return, whereas Argentine and Mexican
employees are likely to identify with managers by
respecting them and feeling respected in return. Thus,
referent power may be more cross-culturally variable
than the other four bases of power laid out by French
and Raven.

Imberman describes how specialized training is
now used in the grocery industry to train Latino
immigrants in the democratic supervisory techniques
of U.S. managers. In the past, when these men and
women were promoted to supervisory positions, they
tended to rely heavily on the Latino model of author-
itarianism under which they were raised. The mana-
gerial style hindered their ability to effectively
supervise employees or to garner the respect they
were seeking. To remedy this situation, specialized
training programs are now utilized. The end result is
effective and confident supervisors, motivated work-
ers, higher productivity, less waste, and better cus-
tomer service.

EXPERT POWER. Expert power rests on the belief of
employees that an individual has a particularly high
level of knowledge or highly specialized skill set.
Managers may be accorded authority based on the per-
ception of their greater knowledge of the tasks at hand
than their employees.

Interestingly, in expert power, the superior may
not rank higher than the other persons in a formal
sense. Thus, when an equipment repair person comes
to the CEO’s office to fix a malfunctioning piece of
machinery, no question exists that the CEO outranks
the repair person; yet regarding the specific task of
getting the machine operational, the CEO is likely to
follow the orders of the repair person.

Expert power has within it a built-in point of
weakness: as a point of power, expertise diminishes as
knowledge is shared. If a manager shares knowledge
or skill instruction with his or her employees, in time
they will acquire a similar knowledge base or skill set.
As the employees grow to equal the manager’s knowl-
edge or skills, their respect for the superiority of his
expertise diminishes.

The result is either that the manager’s authority
diminishes or that the manager intentionally chooses
not to share his or her knowledge base or skill set with
the employees. The former choice weakens the man-
ager’s authority over time, while the latter weakens
the organization’s effectiveness over time.

MULTIDIMENSIONAL POWER

Traditional theories such as those of French and
Raven, as well as the empowerment advocates of the
1980s, such as Crosby and Deming, have tended to
approach power and authority as one-dimensional. By
contrast, several experts have more recently begun to
reconfigure how power is viewed to a more multidi-
mensional interweaving of relations or conflicting
needs.

For example, Robert Grant et al. described
TQM’s consumer-focused goals and traditional man-
agement’s economic model of the firm as two inher-
ently opposed paradigms. Because these two
paradigms are grounded in two independent sources
of authority, they produce different but coexisting
dimensions of power.

It has also been argued that authority is culturally
based. Geert Hofstede, in one of the most thorough
empirical surveys on cross-cultural influences on
work-related values, delineated marked differences in
what he called “power distance.” 

For Hofstede, power distance is the degree to
which members of a culture feel comfortable with
inequalities in power within an organization; that is,
the extent to which one’s boss is seen as having greater
power than oneself. Thus, views regarding both power
and leadership shape the conception of authority
within an organization. And because both these facets
of authority conception differ drastically from culture
to culture, authority itself is conceived of differently
from society to society.

Consequently, no single dimension of authority
and power is likely to hold equally for all managers and
employees in a multicultural domestic setting or in the
multicultural milieu of the multinational corporation.

Finally, one can also argue against the one-
dimensional view of authority and power when they
are viewed not as independent elements in the abstract,
but as intrinsically derived from relations within the
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organization. Power and authority are multidimen-
sional because relationships are by nature multidi-
mensional.

The ways in which managers influence their
employees and encourage them to be productive
depend on many variables, including the personality
of the leader, the skills of the group/employees, the
task or assignment at hand, or the group dynamics and
personalities of group members. As with leadership
styles, each base of power has its place in manage-
ment and can prove effective in the right setting and
right circumstances.

Along with leadership styles, there is much simi-
larity and terminology crossover in the study of lead-
ership theories; researchers should examine both
terms in the available literature to access the full spec-
trum of knowledge on the topic of leadership.

SEE ALSO: Chain of Command Principle; Leadership Theories
and Studies; Management Styles; Organizational
Culture; Span of Control

David A. Victor

Revised by Monica C. Turner
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LEADERSHIP THEORIES AND STUDIES

Leadership can be defined as a process by which
one individual influences others toward the attainment
of group or organizational goals. Three points about
the definition of leadership should be emphasized.
First, leadership is a social influence process. Leadership
cannot exist without a leader and one or more follow-
ers. Second, leadership elicits voluntary action on the
part of followers. The voluntary nature of compliance
separates leadership from other types of influence
based on formal authority. Finally, leadership results in
followers’ behavior that is purposeful and goal-directed
in some sort of organized setting. Many, although not
all, studies of leadership focus on the nature of leader-
ship in the workplace.

Leadership is probably the most frequently studied
topic in the organizational sciences. Thousands of lead-
ership studies have been published and thousands of
pages on leadership have been written in academic
books and journals, business-oriented publications, and
general-interest publications. Despite this, the precise
nature of leadership and its relationship to key criterion
variables such as subordinate satisfaction, commitment,
and performance is still uncertain, to the point where
Fred Luthans, in his book Organizational Behavior
(2005), said that “it [leadership] does remain pretty
much of a ‘black box’ or unexplainable concept.”

Leadership should be distinguished from man-
agement. Management involves planning, organizing,
staffing, directing, and controlling, and a manager is
someone who performs these functions. A manager
has formal authority by virtue of his or her position or
office. Leadership, by contrast, primarily deals with
influence. A manager may or may not be an effective
leader. A leader’s ability to influence others may be
based on a variety of factors other than his or her
formal authority or position.

In the sections that follow, the development of
leadership studies and theories over time is briefly
traced. Table 1 provides a summary of the major theo-
retical approaches. 
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Leadership Perspectives

Table 1

Historical Leadership Theories

Leadership Theory Time of Introduction Major Tenets

Trait Theories 1930s Individual characteristics of leaders are different
than those of nonleaders.

Behavioral Theories 1940s and 1950s The behaviors of effective leaders are different than
the behaviors of ineffective leaders. Two major
classes of leader behavior are task-oriented
behavior and relationship-oriented behavior.

Contingency Theories 1960s and 1970s Factors unique to each situation determine whether
specific leader characteristics and behaviors will be
effective.

Historical Leadership Theories

Leadership Theory Time of Introduction Major Tenets

Leader-Member Exchange 1970s Leaders from high-quality relationships with some
subordinates but not others. The quality of leader-
subordinates relationship affects numerous
workplace outcomes.

Charismatic Leadership 1970s and 1980s Effective leaders inspire subordinates to commit
themselves to goals by communicating a vision,
displaying charismatic behavior, and setting a
powerful personal example.

Substitutes foe Leadership 1970s Characteristics of the organization, task, and
subordinates may substitute for or negate the
effects of leadership behaviors.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Three main theoretical frameworks have domi-
nated leadership research at different points in time.
These included the trait approach (1930s and 1940s),
the behavioral approach (1940s and 1950s), and the
contingency or situational approach (1960s and
1970s).

TRAIT APPROACH. The scientific study of leadership
began with a focus on the traits of effective leaders. The
basic premise behind trait theory was that effective lead-
ers are born, not made, thus the name sometimes applied
to early versions of this idea, the “great man” theory.
Many leadership studies based on this theoretical frame-
work were conducted in the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s.

Leader trait research examined the physical,
mental, and social characteristics of individuals. In
general, these studies simply looked for significant
associations between individual traits and measures of
leadership effectiveness. Physical traits such as height,
mental traits such as intelligence, and social traits such
as personality attributes were all subjects of empirical
research.

The initial conclusion from studies of leader traits
was that there were no universal traits that consistently
separated effective leaders from other individuals. In
an important review of the leadership literature pub-
lished in 1948, Ralph Stogdill concluded that the

existing research had not demonstrated the utility of
the trait approach.

Several problems with early trait research might
explain the perceived lack of significant findings.
First, measurement theory at the time was not highly
sophisticated. Little was known about the psychomet-
ric properties of the measures used to operationalize
traits. As a result, different studies were likely to use
different measures to assess the same construct, which
made it very difficult to replicate findings. In addition,
many of the trait studies relied on samples of teenagers
or lower-level managers.

Early trait research was largely atheoretical,
offering no explanations for the proposed relationship
between individual characteristics and leadership.

Finally, early trait research did not consider the
impact of situational variables that might moderate
the relationship between leader traits and measures of
leader effectiveness. As a result of the lack of consis-
tent findings linking individual traits to leadership
effectiveness, empirical studies of leader traits were
largely abandoned in the 1950s.

LEADER BEHAVIOR APPROACH. Partially as a result
of the disenchantment with the trait approach to lead-
ership that occurred by the beginning of the 1950s, the
focus of leadership research shifted away from leader
traits to leader behaviors. The premise of this stream
of research was that the behaviors exhibited by leaders
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are more important than their physical, mental, or
emotional traits. The two most famous behavioral
leadership studies took place at Ohio State University
and the University of Michigan in the late 1940s and
1950s. These studies sparked hundreds of other lead-
ership studies and are still widely cited.

The Ohio State studies utilized the Leader
Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ), admin-
istering it to samples of individuals in the military,
manufacturing companies, college administrators, and
student leaders. Answers to the questionnaire were
factor-analyzed to determine if common leader behav-
iors emerged across samples. The conclusion was that
there were two distinct aspects of leadership that
describe how leaders carry out their role.

Two factors, termed consideration and initiating
structure, consistently appeared. Initiating structure,
sometimes called task-oriented behavior, involves
planning, organizing, and coordinating the work of
subordinates. Consideration involves showing con-
cern for subordinates, being supportive, recognizing
subordinates’ accomplishments, and providing for
subordinates’ welfare.

The Michigan leadership studies took place at
about the same time as those at Ohio State. Under the
general direction of Rensis Likert, the focus of the
Michigan studies was to determine the principles and
methods of leadership that led to productivity and job
satisfaction. The studies resulted in two general leader-
ship behaviors or orientations: an employee orientation
and a production orientation. Leaders with an employee
orientation showed genuine concern for interpersonal
relations. Those with a production orientation focused
on the task or technical aspects of the job.

The conclusion of the Michigan studies was that
an employee orientation and general instead of close
supervision yielded better results. Likert eventually
developed four “systems” of management based on
these studies; he advocated System 4 (the participa-
tive-group system, which was the most participatory
set of leader behaviors) as resulting in the most posi-
tive outcomes.

One concept based largely on the behavioral
approach to leadership effectiveness was the Managerial
(or Leadership) Grid, developed by Robert Blake and Jane
Mouton. The grid combines “concern for production” with
“concern for people” and presents five alternative behav-
ioral styles of leadership. An individual who emphasized
neither production was practicing “impoverished manage-
ment” according to the grid. If a person emphasized con-
cern for people and placed little emphasis on production,
he was terms a “country-club” manager.

Conversely, a person who emphasized a concern
for production but paid little attention to the concerns
of subordinates was a “task” manager. A person who

tried to balance concern for production and concern for
people was termed a “middle-of-the-road” manager.

Finally, an individual who was able to simultane-
ously exhibit a high concern for production and a high
concern for people was practicing “team manage-
ment.” According to the prescriptions of the grid, team
management was the best leadership approach. The
Managerial Grid became a major consulting tool and
was the basis for a considerable amount of leadership
training in the corporate world.

The assumption of the leader behavior approach
was that there were certain behaviors that would be
universally effective for leaders. Unfortunately,
empirical research has not demonstrated consistent
relationships between task-oriented or person-ori-
ented leader behaviors and leader effectiveness. Like
trait research, leader behavior research did not con-
sider situational influences that might moderate the
relationship between leader behaviors and leader
effectiveness.

CONTINGENCY (SITUATIONAL) APPROACH. Contin-
gency or situational theories of leadership propose that
the organizational or work group context affects the
extent to which given leader traits and behaviors will
be effective. Contingency theories gained prominence
in the late 1960s and 1970s. Four of the more well-
known contingency theories are Fiedler’s contingency
theory, path-goal theory, the Vroom-Yetton-Jago deci-
sion-making model of leadership, and the situational
leadership theory. Each of these approaches to leader-
ship is briefly described in the paragraphs that follow.

Introduced in 1967, Fiedler’s contingency theory
was the first to specify how situational factors interact
with leader traits and behavior to influence leadership
effectiveness. The theory suggests that the “favorability”
of the situation determines the effectiveness of task-
and person-oriented leader behavior. 

Favorability is determined by (1) the respect and
trust that followers have for the leader; (2) the extent to
which subordinates’ responsibilities can be structured
and performance measured; and (3) the control the
leader has over subordinates’ rewards. The situation is
most favorable when followers respect and trust the
leader, the task is highly structured, and the leader has
control over rewards and punishments.

Fiedler’s research indicated that task-oriented
leaders were more effective when the situation was
either highly favorable or highly unfavorable, but that
person-oriented leaders were more effective in the
moderately favorable or unfavorable situations. The
theory did not necessarily propose that leaders could
adapt their leadership styles to different situations, but
that leaders with different leadership styles would be
more effective when placed in situations that matched
their preferred style. 
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on both conceptual and methodological grounds.
However, empirical research has supported many of
the specific propositions of the theory, and it remains
an important contribution to the understanding of
leadership effectiveness.

Path-goal theory was first presented in a 1971
Administrative Science Quarterly article by Robert
House. Path-goal theory proposes that subordinates’
characteristics and characteristics of the work envi-
ronment determine which leader behaviors will be
more effective. Key characteristics of subordinates
identified by the theory are locus of control, work
experience, ability, and the need for affiliation.
Important environmental characteristics named by the
theory are the nature of the task, the formal authority
system, and the nature of the work group. The theory
includes four different leader behaviors, which
include directive leadership, supportive leadership,
participative leadership, and achievement-oriented
leadership.

According to the theory, leader behavior should
reduce barriers to subordinates’ goal attainment,
strengthen subordinates’ expectancies that improved
performance will lead to valued rewards, and provide
coaching to make the path to payoffs easier for subor-
dinates. Path-goal theory suggests that the leader
behavior that will accomplish these tasks depends
upon the subordinate and environmental contingency
factors.

Path-goal theory has been criticized because it
does not consider interactions among the contingency
factors and also because of the complexity of its
underlying theoretical model, expectancy theory.
Empirical research has provided some support for the
theory’s propositions, primarily as they relate to direc-
tive and supportive leader behaviors.

The Vroom-Yetton-Jago decision-making model
was introduced by Victor Vroom and Phillip Yetton in
1973 and revised by Vroom and Jago in 1988. The
theory focuses primarily on the degree of subordinate
participation that is appropriate in different situations.
Thus, it emphasizes the decision-making style of the
leader.

There are five types of leader decision-making
styles, which are labeled AI, AII, CI, CII, and G. These
styles range from strongly autocratic (AI), to strongly
democratic (G). According to the theory, the appropri-
ate style is determined by answers to up to eight diag-
nostic questions, which relate to such contingency
factors as the importance of decision quality, the struc-
ture of the problem, whether subordinates have enough
information to make a quality decision, and the impor-
tance of subordinate commitment to the decision.

The Vroom-Yetton-Jago model has been criti-
cized for its complexity, for its assumption that the
decision makers’ goals are consistent with organiza-
tional goals, and for ignoring the skills needed to arrive
at group decisions to difficult problems. Empirical
research has supported some of the prescriptions of the
theory.

The situational leadership theory was initially
introduced in 1969 and revised in 1977 by Hersey and
Blanchard. The theory suggests that the key contin-
gency factor affecting leaders’ choice of leadership
style is the task-related maturity of the subordinates.
Subordinate maturity is defined in terms of the ability
of subordinates to accept responsibility for their own
task-related behavior. The theory classifies leader
behaviors into the two broad classes of task-oriented
and relationship-oriented behaviors. The major propo-
sition of situational leadership theory is that the effec-
tiveness of task and relationship-oriented leadership
depends upon the maturity of a leader’s subordinates.

Situational leadership theory has been criticized
on both theoretical and methodological grounds.
However, it remains one of the better-known contin-
gency theories of leadership and offers important
insights into the interaction between subordinate abil-
ity and leadership style.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Although trait, behavioral, and contingency
approaches have each contributed to the understanding
of leadership, none of the approaches have provided a
completely satisfactory explanation of leadership and
leadership effectiveness. Since the 1970s, several alter-
native theoretical frameworks for the study of leader-
ship have been advanced. Among the more important of
these are leader-member exchange theory, transforma-
tional leadership theory, the substitutes for leadership
approach, and the philosophy of servant leadership.

LEADER-MEMBER EXCHANGE THEORY. Leader-
member exchange (LMX) theory was initially called
the vertical dyad linkage theory. The theory was intro-
duced by George Graen and various colleagues in the
1970s and has been revised and refined in the years
since. LMX theory emphasizes the dyadic (i.e., one-
on-one) relationships between leaders and individual
subordinates, instead of the traits or behaviors of lead-
ers or situational characteristics.

The theory’s focus is determining the type of
leader-subordinate relationships that promote effec-
tive outcomes and the factors that determine whether
leaders and subordinates will be able to develop high-
quality relationships.

According to LMX theory, leaders do not treat all
subordinates in the same manner, but establish close
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relationships with some (the in-group) while remain-
ing aloof from others (the out-group). Those in the in-
group enjoy relationships with the leader that is
marked by trust and mutual respect. They tend to be
involved in important activities and decisions.
Conversely, those in the out-group are excluded from
important activities and decisions.

LMX theory suggests that high-quality relation-
ships between a leader-subordinate dyad will lead to
positive outcomes such as better performance, lower
turnover, job satisfaction, and organizational commit-
ment. Empirical research supports many of the pro-
posed relationships (Steers et al., 1996).

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP THEORIES. Begin-
ning in the 1970s, a number of leadership theories
emerged that focused on the importance of a leader’s
charisma to leadership effectiveness. Included within this
class of theories are House’s theory of charismatic lead-
ership, Bass’s transformational leadership theory, and
Conger and Kanungo’s charismatic leadership theory.

These theories have much in common. They all
focus on attempting to explain how leaders can
accomplish extraordinary things against the odds,
such as turning around a failing company, founding a
successful company, or achieving great military suc-
cess against incredible odds. The theories also empha-
size the importance of leaders’ inspiring subordinates’
admiration, dedication, and unquestioned loyalty
through articulating a clear and compelling vision.

Tranformational leadership theory differentiates
between the transactional and the transformational
leader. Transactional leadership focuses on role and
task requirements and utilizes rewards contingent on
performance. By contrast, transformational leadership
focuses on developing mutual trust, fostering the lead-
ership abilities of others, and setting goals that go
beyond the short-term needs of the work group. 

Bass’s transformational leadership theory identi-
fies four aspects of effective leadership, which include
charisma, inspiration, intellectual stimulation, and
consideration. A leader who exhibits these qualities
will inspire subordinates to be high achievers and put
the long-term interest of the organization ahead of
their own short-term interest, according to the theory.
Empirical research has supported many of the theory’s
propositions.

SUBSTITUTES FOR LEADERSHIP THEORY. Kerr and
Jermier introduced the substitutes for leadership
theory in 1978. The theory’s focus is concerned with
providing an explanation for the lack of stronger
empirical support for a relationship between leader
traits or leader behaviors and subordinates’ satisfaction
and performance. The substitutes for leadership theory
suggests that characteristics of the organization, the

task, and subordinates may substitute for or negate the
effects of leadership, thus weakening observed rela-
tionships between leader behaviors and important
organizational outcomes.

Substitutes for leadership make leader behaviors
such as task-oriented or relationship-oriented unnec-
essary. Characteristics of the organization that may
substitute for leadership include formalization, group
cohesiveness, inflexible rules, and organizational
rewards not under the control of the leader. Character-
istics of the task that may substitute for leadership
include routine and repetitive tasks or tasks that are
satisfying. Characteristics of subordinates that may
substitute for leadership include ability, experience,
training, and job-related knowledge.

The substitutes for leadership theory has gener-
ated a considerable amount of interest because it offers
an intuitively appealing explanation for why leader
behavior impacts subordinates in some situations but
not in others. However, some of its theoretical propo-
sitions have not been adequately tested. The theory
continues to generate empirical research.

SERVANT LEADERSHIP. This approach to leadership
reflects a philosophy that leaders should be servants
first. It suggests that leaders must place the needs of
subordinates, customers, and the community ahead of
their own interests in order to be effective. Character-
istics of servant leaders include empathy, stewardship,
and commitment to the personal, professional, and
spiritual growth of their subordinates. Servant leader-
ship has not been subjected to extensive empirical test-
ing but has generated considerable interest among
both leadership scholars and practitioners.

Leadership continues to be one of the most writ-
ten about topics in the social sciences. Although much
has been learned about leadership since the 1930s,
many avenues of research still remain to be explored
as we enter the twenty-first century.

SEE ALSO: Contingency Approach to Management; Leadership
Styles and Bases of Power; Management Styles

Tim Barnett
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LEAN MANUFACTURING 
AND JUST-IN-TIME PRODUCTION

Associated with Japanese management tech-
niques, just-in-time production (JIT) is a set of princi-
ples and practices based on the philosophy that firms
should hold little or no inventory beyond that required
for immediate production or distribution. That is, a
manufacturer should receive raw materials or parts
from its suppliers perhaps just hours before they will
be used in production, and the firm’s output should be

shipped to its customers as soon after completion as
possible—without holding onto a stock of either raw
goods or finished products. 

In practice, JIT has often been expressed as a
holistic management system aimed at reducing waste,
maximizing cost efficiency, and securing a competitive
advantage. Thus, a number of additional conditions are
considered necessary for the successful implementa-
tion of JIT. These include small lot sizes, short setup
and changeover times, efficient and effective quality
controls, and perhaps most of all, designing the whole
production process to minimize backups and maximize
the efficiency of human and machine labor.

Lean manufacturing encompasses a number of
things. It essentially is a Westernized version of JIT
and Japanese kaizen, or continuous improvement.
Lean manufacturing is a process for measuring and
reducing inventory and streamlining production. It is a
means for changing the way a company measures
plant performance. A knowledge-based system, lean
manufacturing takes years of hard work, preparation,
and support from upper management. Lean manufac-
turing is so named because it purports to use much
less of certain resources (space, inventory, workers,
etc.) than is used by normal mass-production systems
to produce comparable output. The term came into
widespread use with the 1990 publication of the book
The Machine That Changed the World by James P.
Womack, Daniel T. Jones, and Daniel Roos.

The APICS Dictionary defines lean manufacturing
as a philosophy of production that emphasizes minimiz-
ing the amount of all resources (including time) used in
various enterprise activities. It involves identifying and
eliminating non-value-adding activities in design, pro-
duction, supply chain management, and customer rela-
tions. Lean producers employ teams of multiskilled
workers at all levels of the organization and use highly
flexible, increasingly automated machines to produce
volumes of products in potentially enormous variety. In
effect, they incorporate the advantages of both mass pro-
duction (high volume, low unit cost) and craft produc-
tion (variety and flexibility). Quality is higher than in
normal mass production. Compensation and rewards are
based on meeting the total cost equation rather than on
labor, overhead, or individual quality measures.

Lean manufacturing and JIT (lean/JIT) share
most of the same characteristics, goals, and philoso-
phy. In fact, the terms are often used interchangeably.

HISTORY OF LEAN MANUFACTURING/JIT

Lean/JIT have roots in both Japan and the United
States.

JAPAN. Since Japan is a physically small country with
minimal resources and a large population, the
Japanese have always been careful not to waste
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resources such as time, labor, and space. Waste is seen
as abhorrent to the Japanese because they have so little
space and so few natural resources. Hence, it has been
necessary for the Japanese to maximize the yield from
minimally available resources. Also, dense population
has made it necessary for the Japanese people to main-
tain mutual respect in order to work and live together. 

Under this wa (harmony) culture, everyone tries
to maintain the best possible human relationship and
is reluctant to be involved in any confrontations.
Additionally, most Japanese firms have a rentai rela-
tionship, which entails maintaining a “joint responsi-
bility” between management and workers. Under this
relationship, management should treat all workers
equally. In exchange, each worker respects manage-
ment’s leadership position and follows orders exactly
without mistakes, cooperates with coworkers, and
generates ideas and creativity to improve the firm’s
competitiveness. This type of culture reinforces the
basic tenets of lean/JIT: waste minimization, continu-
ous improvement, and respect for all workers.

This concept was originally developed in Japan
in the mid-1970s by the Toyota Motor Corporation. In
fact, many firms continue to refer to lean/JIT as the
Toyota system. The concept emphasized the avoidance
of waste of materials, space, and labor. Significant
attention was paid to identifying and correcting poten-
tial problems that could lead to any form of waste.
Operations were constantly being improved and fine-
tuned so as to further eliminate waste and thereby
increase productivity and yield. In addition, equal
respect was paid to all workers, while minimizing the
trappings of status. As a result, by using lean/JIT,
Toyota was able to reduce the time needed to produce
a car from fifteen days to one day.

UNITED STATES. In 1924 Henry Ford’s Highland Park
plant, and later the River Rouge operation, mass-pro-
duced Model T parts just-in-time for assembly while
assembly lines pulled work forward to the next assem-
bly stations just-in-time. One hundred freight cars of
material were unloaded daily, with materials flowing
through fabrication, subassembly, final assembly, and
back onto the freight cars. The production cycle was
twenty-one days. At River Rouge the cycle was only
four days, and that included processing ore into steel
at the on-site steel mill.

Unfortunately, this “just-in-time” type manufac-
turing soon gave way to the large lot sizes and lengthy
cycle times dictated by the economies of scale of mass
production, mass markets, and standard designs with
interchangeable parts. U.S. manufacturers held on to
this paradigm until the early 1980s, when the develop-
ment of the Toyota production system caused it to
shift. U.S. manufacturers initially greeted lean/JIT
with a great deal of ambivalence, thinking that the

concept would never work in the United States due to
its reliance on the cultural aspects of the Japanese
work environment. However, this view changed when
firms such as Hewlett-Packard and Harley-Davidson
yielded significant benefits from its use.

MANUFACTURING

The idea behind lean/JIT is a concept called ideal
production. Simply produce and deliver finished
goods just in time to be sold, subassemblies just in
time to go into subassemblies, and purchased materi-
als just in time to be transformed into fabricated parts.
The goal of lean/JIT is to find practical ways to create
the effect of an automated industry that will come as
close as possible to this concept of ideal production.

While the prevailing view of lean/JIT is that of an
inventory control system, lean/JIT goes much further.
It is an operational philosophy that incorporates an
improved inventory control system in conjunction
with other systems. These systems include:

• A setup improvement system

• A maintenance improvement system

• A quality improvement system

• A productivity improvement system

INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM. When larger quanti-
ties are ordered or produced, average inventory obvi-
ously is larger. This larger inventory results in increased
inventory-carrying charges. If a reduction in carrying
costs is desired, smaller quantities should be ordered
and orders should be placed more often. However, the
practice of ordering smaller quantities can have the
side effect of increasing ordering costs. To balance
these two costs, the concept of economic order quantity
(EOQ) was developed. The EOQ formula derives the
point, or order quantity, where inventory carrying costs
and ordering or setup costs are the same. An order of
this quantity will minimize the sum of the two costs.

However, the EOQ formula is flawed. While car-
rying costs and ordering/setup costs are obvious, other
costs that can significantly affect lot size are not con-
sidered. The user of the formula often fails to consider
quality, scrap, productivity, and worker motivation
and responsibility. In addition, the EOQ formula user
frequently fails to consider that even though setup
costs are significant, they are not unalterable.
American manufacturing managers traditionally con-
sidered setup costs as a necessary evil and made little
or no effort to reduce them.

The lean/JIT philosophy suggests that a firm
should eliminate any reliance upon the EOQ formula
and seek the ideal production quantity of one. Of
course, a lot size of one is not always feasible, but it is
a goal used to focus attention on the concept of rapid
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inventory levels means an increase in setups or orders,
so the responsibility rests with production to make
every effort to reduce setup time and setup costs. It
should be noted that this assumes setup time and cost
are positively related. This is not always true because
the cost to reduce setup time could be very high if
retooling or equipment redesign were involved.

SETUP COST REDUCTION SYSTEM. Toyota began a
campaign to reduce setup times in 1971. Five years
later, the time required to set up presses to form fend-
ers and hoods had fallen from 1 hour to 12 minutes,
while U.S. manufacturers needed 6 hours to perform
the same task. Toyota continues to strive for a concept it
calls “single setup,” which means less than 10 minutes
for performing a setup. As the company continued to
emphasize reduction of setup times, its operations
became capable of “one-touch” setups, which take less
than 1 minute.

Setup time can be divided into two phases: exter-
nal time and internal time. External time includes
activities that can take place while the machine is run-
ning, such as transporting dies between storage and
the machines. These items are external to the run time
and do not interrupt it. Internal time includes activities
that can only be conducted when the machine is
stopped, such as mounting and removing dies. These
are items that will interrupt the run time. External time
can be eliminated by ensuring that appropriate tools
are ready before changeover begins. Internal time can
be reduced by addressing the question, “How can
operations be quickened?” Appropriate responses
could include the use of locating pins and hand levers
to replace bolts, the standardization of any remaining
bolts, permanent installation of wrenches to adjusting
nuts, and the use of an air driver instead of a ratchet.

Management sometimes tends to analyze the
large, obvious costs such as direct labor, but then treat
setup as an inherent cost that must be accepted.
However, only by reducing setup time and costs can
lot sizes be reduced toward the ideal lot size of one.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SYSTEM. Most argu-
ments against preventive maintenance (PM) suggest
that PM programs are more expensive than programs
that only repair broken equipment. The flaw in this
line of thought arises from the unpredictable nature of
equipment breakdown. This reaction mode of mainte-
nance usually means that the maintenance personnel
must temporarily patch the equipment and defer the
substantive repair until time allows. Unfortunately,
since the equipment already has suffered lost time due
to the initial breakdown, the likelihood of finding
repair time decreases. The result often is a circular
process of “adjust and tinker,” with an increased risk
of unexplained defects in the output.

A proposed requirement for lean/JIT is that
machinery be in top running condition at all times.
When using small lot sizes, management can ill afford
unexpected downtime in production flow. Equipment
must be in condition to produce whatever is needed,
whenever it is needed. Therefore, a little time should
be scheduled each day to ensure that machinery is
capable of producing top quality results. Preventive
maintenance is necessary for continuous, long-term
improvement in the quality of the production process.

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM. In order for com-
panies to successfully produce goods while receiving
only minimum deliveries, no room can be allowed for
poor quality. This requires an overhaul in the thinking
of management, which traditionally sought the so-
called acceptable quality level (AQL). After receipt,
delivered goods are randomly inspected to see how
many defective parts there are within a predetermined
sample size. If the number of defects exceeds a certain
amount (the AQL), the entire batch is rejected. No
such provision is made under lean/JIT; all parts must
be good. The Japanese use the term zero defects to
describe this philosophy.

Zero defects certainly cannot be obtained
overnight, nor can it be expected from all of a firm’s
current suppliers. To facilitate the receipt of high qual-
ity goods, a firm must offer more than the usual short-
term contract or purchase order to the lowest bidder. A
firm also may have to eliminate or decrease the use of
multiple sourcing, or purchasing the same part from
several sources as a backup in case one source experi-
ences quality or delivery problems. By issuing long-
term contracts to a single source, the lean/JIT firm
gives its supplier the confidence and incentive to spend
time and money on ensuring near perfect quality and
constantly improving the product. Frequently, this
makes for a captive supplier who must maintain the
required quality in order to survive. The lean/JIT firm
should then work constantly and directly with the sup-
plier to monitor quality and provide technical support.

The use of lean/JIT improves the quality of sup-
pliers, as well as the lean/JIT firm’s internal quality.
When lot sizes are drastically reduced, defect discov-
ery is naturally enhanced. If a worker produces a lot
size of one and passes it to the next station, the quality
of feedback will be immediate. In this way, defects are
discovered quickly and their causes can be corrected
immediately. Production of large lots with high defect
rates is avoided.

U.S. manufacturers traditionally allowed lot sizes
and inventory levels to remain high “just in case” a
quality problem, an equipment problem, or a delivery
problem should arise. This “just in case” inventory,
commonly called buffer stock, allowed the firm to
maintain its production flow while the problem was
being corrected. When a quality problem emerged and
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inventory was ample, the search for the source of the
problem was postponed until a more suitable time.
This suitable time may have never occurred. When lot
sizes are minimal, one worker’s problem threatens to
bring subsequent processes to a halt. This means that
all production workers and management must collab-
orate to find an immediate solution. The benefits here
are twofold. First, the firm avoids the production of
large quantities of defective parts. Secondly, good
managers will be able to use this as motivation for
unity of purpose within the workforce.

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM. Productivity
can be defined as good output divided by required input.
The productivity facet of lean/JIT been described as
nothing sitting idle, which wastes time. If equipment is
operated only for productive purposes, then energy
waste is eliminated. If all inventory is converted into
product, then material waste is eliminated. If errors are
not allowed, then rework is eliminated.

A number of productivity improvements may
result from lean/JIT implementation. Among these are
lower inventory levels, lower scrap rates, reductions in
rework costs, reduction inventory carrying costs,
smaller floor space requirements, reduced material
handling, simpler inventory accounting, and more
positive inventory control. All of these lower the input
component or increase the good output of the produc-
tivity ratio.

Reductions in idle inventories allow the firm to
reduce internal lead times—from the purchase of raw
materials to the shipping of finished goods—allowing
quicker changes in product mix and production quan-
tities. Furthermore, the firm’s ability to forecast is
enhanced because the forecast horizon is shortened.

TEN STEPS TO LEAN/JIT PRODUCTION

Steve L. Hunter lists ten steps to implement a
lean/JIT production system:

1. Reengineer the manufacturing system

2. Reduce setup

3. Integrate quality control

4. Integrate preventive maintenance

5. Level and balance the system

6. Integrate a pull system

7. Control inventory

8. Implement a vendor program

9. Utilize computer integrated manufacturing
(CIM) benefits

While it was noted that inventory reduction is not
the sole goal of lean/JIT implementation, it is a very
obvious benefit. Less workspace is now needed due to

the use of smaller lot sizes and reduced inventory
levels. Much of this inventory was stored between and
within work centers. By reducing inventory, firms
have been able to actually move work centers closer
together, freeing up space and reducing material han-
dling distances. This results in a neater, more organ-
ized facility that provides for speedy identification of
bottlenecks and fewer lost parts.

Additionally, this reduction in inventory and lot
sizes promotes rapid feedback from downstream work
centers when there is a quality problem. This feedback
results in a reduction in scrap and rework, and ulti-
mately a higher level of overall quality. 

Reduced inventory and lot sizes also result in
increased inventory turns. Inventory turn increases
have been noted at Haworth (a twofold increase),
Hewlett-Packard (a threefold increase), Richardson-
Vicks Homecare Products (a threefold increase), IBM,
Raleigh (a fourfold increase), and Harley-Davidson (a
sixfold increase).

The introduction of preventive maintenance and
the use of smaller, more flexible machinery combine
to yield increased equipment utilization. One major
firm was able to change from three lines running three
shifts to two lines running one shift with no change in
output.

The lean/JIT producer combines the advantages
of craft and mass production, while avoiding the high
cost of the former and the rigidity of mass production.
Lean/JIT producers set their sights explicitly on per-
fection: continually declining costs, zero defects, zero
inventories, and endless product variety. Lean/JIT
manufacturing is the new paradigm for manufacturing,
replacing a mass-production system that has existed
for more than 70 years.

SEE ALSO: Cellular Manufacturing; Continuous Improvement;
Flexible Manufacturing; Japanese Management;
Poka-Yoke; Quality and Total Quality Management;
World-Class Manufacturer

R. Anthony Inman
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LEVERAGED BUYOUTS

A leveraged buyout (LBO) is a restructuring of
the capitalization and ownership of a company. The
term leveraged refers to the use of debt as the primary
method of financing the restructuring. The buyout por-
tion refers to the fact that the method is often used to
transform a publicly held company into one that is pri-
vately held. There are a number of reasons why this
type of transaction might take place. These include
cost savings, managerial incentives, decreasing the
total number of owners, tax benefits, flexibility, and
control. Oftentimes, the group pursuing the buyout
includes the publicly held firm’s upper management.
This type of action is known as a management buyout
(MBO).

Among the multiple parties involved when a
public firm is taken private, there normally are both
winners and losers. Existing shareholders who have
their shares purchased in the buyout often win big.
This is because most LBOs involve the payment of a
premium over the market price at which the shares
were trading prior to the announcement of the
takeover. Similarly, the parties taking control of the
firm gain managerial control and the enhanced flexi-
bility normally associated with privately run firms.
The new owners also have access to the firm’s assets
and cash flows, which formerly were part of the public
corporation.

The biggest losers in an LBO are the firm’s exist-
ing creditors. Because the buyout is financed prima-
rily with debt capital, existing bondholders become
creditors of a much riskier firm. This drives down the
market value of outstanding bonds and makes future
debt service much more uncertain. During the 1980s a
number of institutional investors who held large bond
positions in firms that were the subject of MBOs sued
the management of the firms. They claimed that man-
agers knowingly engaged in activities that harmed
their economic investment as creditors of the corpora-
tion. These suits resulted in settlements and damage
awards in several instances.

HISTORY OF LEVERAGED BUYOUTS

When a public firm experiences an LBO, its entire
equity is purchased by a small group of investors. This
group often includes the firm’s current upper manage-
ment. In order to entice existing shareholders to sell the
firm’s outstanding shares, the group often offers a pre-
mium above the stock’s prevailing market value. The
capital they need to purchase the shares is obtained by
issuing debt, in the form of bonds, against the firm’s
assets and cash flows. From a balance-sheet perspec-
tive, the action all takes place on the right-hand side.

That is, the transaction involves the exchange of debt
for equity. The result is that creditors have a larger
claim, and owners a smaller claim, on the firm’s assets.
Note that the assets on the left-hand side of the firm’s
balance sheet do not change. Instead, what changes is
how they are financed.

During the 1980s leveraged buyouts became a
huge part of America’s corporate landscape. This
largely was the result of a single investment banking
firm, Drexel Burham Lambert, and the efforts of one
of its principals, Michael Milken. It was Milken who
determined that high-yield bonds could fill an existing
funding gap in corporate financing. The bonds, com-
monly referred to as junk bonds because of their risk-
iness, would be enticing to investors who otherwise
might not be willing to take an equity position in high-
risk firms. Drexel developed a market for junk bonds
and served as the investment bank for corporate
raiders and management groups interested in taking
over existing corporations. The market flourished for
several years, before Milken was prosecuted and con-
victed of securities violations. Drexel Burham
Lambert ultimately went bankrupt, but the firm’s
legacy lives on in the active market for high-yield debt.

REASONS FOR TAKING A FIRM PRIVATE

The junk bond market enabled small investor
groups to raise large sums of money in order to take
public companies private. A number of reasons moti-
vated managers and investors to pursue LBOs.

One advantage that a private firm has over a
public one is administrative cost savings. A publicly
traded company must produce annual reports, 10-K
reports, comply with numerous regulations required
by the Securities and Exchange Commission, hold
annual shareholder meetings, and respond to share-
holder requests. The management of publicly held
firms must meet regularly with security analysts who
follow the firm’s stock, and maintain a shareholder
relations department to deal with investor concerns.
These costs are not required of a privately held firm.

In a private firm, managers no longer have to
answer to the shareholder constituency. Lack of public
accountability translates into greater management
flexibility, since managers no longer have to focus as
strongly on short-term operating results. The intense
interest in reported quarterly earnings can bias man-
agers in public firms to devote a great amount of effort
and resources on short-term performance. Thus, man-
agers of private firms have the luxury of being able to
engage in investment activity that takes longer to pro-
duce tangible rewards. This greater flexibility and
freedom from having to answer to shareholders is very
enticing to upper-level management.

In addition, the process of buying up existing
shares of the firm’s stock severely diminishes the
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absolute number of shareholders. Because of their
large capital investment and the fact that they now
answer to themselves, the shareholders that remain
after an LBO are highly interested in the firm’s opera-
tions. These shareholders play an active role in the
firm’s management, as opposed to the hundreds of
thousands of passive investors that hold a publicly
traded firm’s common stock.

The new entity’s management has enhanced
incentives to operate efficiently and profitably. This is
because the high amount of debt service resulting
from an LBO leaves little room for corporate perks
and excess. The combination of having to pay the large
interest expense on the debt and working for them-
selves, as opposed to anonymous shareholders, results
in much greater motivation for management to per-
form. Equity holders remaining after an LBO often
have some special expertise or talent that they bring to
the firm, such as access to additional capital sources.
Shareholders in the new private firm who are not part
of active management also have much greater incen-
tive to monitor active management, since their per-
sonal stake in the firm is typically high.

Corporate tax shields are another potential advan-
tage of restructuring with debt financing. The corpo-
rate tax code in the United States allows companies to
deduct the interest paid on debt as an expense for tax
purposes. No such deduction is allowed for dividends
paid on equity shares. Thus, increased use of debt
results in lower tax obligations owed to the Internal
Revenue Service. Firms facing large tax liabilities
may reap considerable benefits from the tax savings
that result from debt financing.

Finally, large publicly held corporations in mature
industries typically have access to large amounts of
free cash flow. These dollars are valuable, because they
can be used to develop new products and markets or
invest in other firms. In a public corporation, these cash
flows may be used for perquisites such as corporate
travel to conventions and trade shows, company cars,
membership in clubs, and other types of nonmonetary
rewards. By taking the firm private, remaining share-
holders gain access to the firm’s free cash flow and can
put it to use, thereby reaping direct benefits.

THE 1990S

With the demise of Drexel Burnham Lambert and
the default on several prominent junk bond issues
associated with 1980s restructurings, leveraged
buyout activity slowed considerably in the 1990s. The
appetite of investors for new junk bond issues
decreased, and some of the firms that had previously
gone private subsequently were recapitalized as public
corporations.

THE 2000S

After a lull in the 1990s, leveraged buyouts began
to regain some of their charm in the early part of the
twenty-first century. According to Dealogic, a New
York-based deal tracker, LBO firms accounted for 10
percent of the $540 billion in mergers and acquisitions
announced in the United States, double the average of
5 percent over the previous 10 years. Europe also
showed a significant increase in LBO activities
throughout the early 2000s. 

Although leveraged buyouts relinquished the
center stage they once held in American corporate
finance, the concept of restructuring by replacing
equity with debt and continuing under private man-
agement remains a significant opportunity for
investors. Management in the modern corporation has
greater incentive to operate efficiently and pay atten-
tion to shareholder concerns, lest the threat of a buyout
cost them their positions with the firm.

SEE ALSO: Financial Issues for Managers; Shareholders

Howard Finch

Revised by Hal P. Kirkwood, Jr.
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LICENSING AND LICENSING
AGREEMENTS

A license provides the legal authority to engage
in certain acts. Some licenses are required for the pro-
tection of the public. For example, a physician is
licensed to assure professional competence, and the
owner of a bar and restaurant is licensed to prove
moral fitness. Some licenses are designed to raise gov-
ernment revenue (e.g., automobile licenses) or to grant
some other party permission to make use of land (e.g.,
land easement). In business, a license is the granting of
permission to use a property right in a limited capacity,
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S while still allowing the licensor to retain ownership.
For example, under a licensing agreement a U.S. cloth-
ing manufacturer may allow a foreign producer to use
its designs and specifications to make clothes.

For a license to exist, there must be a contract
between two or more parties giving an explanation as
to what property rights the licensor is agreeing to give
up to the licensee. This agreement or contract is
known as the licensing agreement. These agreements
have been in existence since the first copyrights and
patents were issued in the late 1700s.

The licensing agreement is a complex legal docu-
ment that begins by identifying parties to the agree-
ment, as well as the dates of the agreement. It specifies
the subject matter to be licensed, including patents
and trade secrets. Also specified are the provisions or
rights of the license, such as whether it grants exclu-
sive rights or is subject to other agreements. Any lim-
itations, such as territorial and quantity restrictions,
are also specified. A final section can specify duration,
termination, and related provisions of the agreement.

In business, licensing agreements or arrange-
ments are mutually beneficial. The licensor provides
his or her property right and the licensee contributes
expertise in the particular industry or territory covered
by the license. The resulting relationship becomes much
the same as a joint venture or partnership. Licensing
agreements include several types, including copyright
licensing, patent licensing, merchandise licensing,
trademark licensing, and software licensing.

BENEFITS OF LICENSING

Typically, a trademark owner will grant a license
in order to exploit the trademark rights in areas where
he or she does not have the appropriate expertise,
infrastructure, or capital resources to maximize the
value of the right. While the licensor is exploiting the
trademark right, the licensee is betting that the name
or symbol recognition of the property will influence
consumers and motivate them to buy a particular item.
Characters that have enjoyed popularity from trade-
mark licensing relationships include Mickey Mouse,
Barbie, and the Lion King. A major trend has been for
manufacturers and retailers to build the core of their
business with trademark-licensed products.

When granting a license, copyright owners are
motivated by the prospect of receiving royalties for
each product, performance, or copy of their work. In
the case of a publication, the copyright is an exclusive
right given to an author of an original work. Books,
plays, magazines, photography, paintings, sculpture,
articles, musical compositions, and radio and televi-
sion programs are additional commodities that can be
copyrighted. The exclusive right also allows copyright
owners to reproduce their own work or allow others to
do so.

LICENSING AS A GLOBALIZATION
STRATEGY

In its most general sense, licensing is a key mode
of entry for firms considering international expansion.
A licensing agreement gives a foreign company the
rights to produce and/or sell another firm’s goods in
their country. The agreement also may include pro-
duction and sales in more than one country. The
licensee takes the risks and makes the investment in
facilities for handling the manufacturing of the goods,
as well as managing other supply chain linkages to
deliver and even sell the goods to the final consumer.
The licensor is normally paid a royalty on each unit
produced and sold. Because there is little investment
for the licensor, this method is seen as an easier way to
become an international or global company.

Licensing is growing as manufacturers and retail-
ers build their core businesses and change their strate-
gies to include more licenses. For example, Merck and
Upjohn have licensed organizations in other parts of
the world to manufacture and sell their pharmaceuti-
cal products. Other firms using licensing agreements
in this way include McDonald’s, Nestlé, Anheuser-
Busch, and KFC.

The release of hot movies like the Lord of the
Rings trilogy also triggers many license agreements
and ties between mass merchandisers and licensors
for toys, games, and children’s apparel. Some retailers
go so far as to demand exclusive agreements for
licensed apparel and movie tie-in products in order to
pursue marketplace differentiation strategies.

Service-based businesses also can benefit from
licensing arrangements. Within the airline industry,
many of the code-sharing arrangements that allow air-
lines to sell each other’s seats are much like licensing
agreements. Airlines and other firms enter such agree-
ments when they need help commercializing a new
technology, expanding a brand franchise globally, or
building a marketing image. Rather than entering a
new or international market alone, licensing is a faster
way to grow a market and achieve market-share dom-
inance. It also may allow firms to gain a larger market
for their non-licensed products.

In the early 2000s a growing number of technol-
ogy companies began launching intellectual property
(IP) licensing programs in order to turn dormant proj-
ects into revenue, penetrate new markets, and evaluate
potential business partners. These firms conducted
inventories of their knowledge bases and patent fami-
lies, and identified technologies that were outside the
core business yet still offered some potential for devel-
opment. They then sought to license these technologies
to other firms. 

In Licensing Journal, George A. Frank explained:
“Patents that some corporations had obtained for rea-
sons not directly related to the development or transfer
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of technology were proving to be a vast untapped
resource. IP licensing has now become a tremendous
income source, and indeed is not an important bench-
mark by which a corporation’s success is measured”
(2004). IBM, for example, earns more than $1 billion
per year from its IP licensing program.

RISKS TO LICENSING

There are some risks and disadvantages to licens-
ing. The firm may lose control over the manufacture
and marketing of its goods in other countries. As a
mode of international market entry, licensing also may
be less profitable than other choices because returns
must be shared between two parties. There even is a
risk that the foreign licensee may sell a similar com-
petitive product after the license agreement expires.
Other risks and issues involve selecting a partner, as
well as all of the general uncertainties in doing busi-
ness with an international partner, including language,
culture, political risk, and currency fluctuations.
Alternatives to licensing include exporting, acquisi-
tions, establishing a wholly owned international sub-
sidiary, franchising, and forming strategic alliances.

SEE ALSO: Franchising; Intellectual Property Rights

Laurie Collier Hillstrom

Revised by Marilyn M. Helms
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LINE-AND-STAFF ORGANIZATIONS

Organizational structure involves, in addition to
task organizational boundary considerations, the des-
ignation of jobs within an organization and the rela-
tionships among those jobs. There are numerous ways
to structure jobs within an organization, but two of the
most basic forms include simple line structures and
line-and-staff structures.

In a line organization, top management has com-
plete control, and the chain of command is clear and
simple. Examples of line organizations are small busi-
nesses in which the top manager, often the owner, is
positioned at the top of the organizational structure
and has clear “lines” of distinction between him and
his subordinates.

The line-and-staff organization combines the line
organization with staff departments that support and
advise line departments. Most medium and large-sized
firms exhibit line-and-staff organizational structures.
The distinguishing characteristic between simple line
organizations and line-and-staff organizations is the
multiple layers of management within line-and-staff
organizations. The following sections refer primarily
to line-and-staff structures, although the advantages
and disadvantages discussed apply to both types of
organizational structures.

Several advantages and disadvantages are present
within a line-and-staff organization. An advantage of a
line-and-staff organization is the availability of tech-
nical specialists. Staff experts in specific areas are
incorporated into the formal chain of command. A dis-
advantage of a line-and-staff organization is conflict
between line and staff personnel. 

LINE-AND-STAFF POSITIONS

A wide variety of positions exist within a line-
and-staff organization. Some positions are primary to
the company’s mission, whereas others are second-
ary—in the form of support and indirect contribution.
Although positions within a line-and-staff organiza-
tion can be differentiated in several ways, the simplest
approach classifies them as being either line or staff.

A line position is directly involved in the day-to-
day operations of the organization, such as producing
or selling a product or service. Line positions are
occupied by line personnel and line managers. Line
personnel carry out the primary activities of a business
and are considered essential to the basic functioning
of the organization.

Line managers make the majority of the decisions
and direct line personnel to achieve company goals.
An example of a line manager is a marketing executive.
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Line-and-Staff Organization

Figure 1
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Although a marketing executive does not actually pro-
duce the product or service, he or she directly con-
tributes to the firm’s overall objectives through market
forecasting and generating product or service demand.
Therefore, line positions, whether they are personnel
or managers, engage in activities that are functionally
and directly related to the principal workflow of an
organization.

Staff positions serve the organization by indirectly
supporting line functions. Staff positions consist of
staff personnel and staff managers. Staff personnel use
their technical expertise to assist line personnel and aid
top management in various business activities. Staff
managers provide support, advice, and knowledge to
other individuals in the chain of command.

Although staff managers are not part of the chain
of command related to direct production of products
or services, they do have authority over personnel. An
example of a staff manager is a legal adviser. He or she
does not actively engage in profit-making activities, but
does provide legal support to those who do. Therefore,
staff positions, whether personnel or managers, engage
in activities that are supportive to line personnel.

LINE-AND-STAFF AUTHORITY

Authority within a line-and-staff organization can
be differentiated. Three types of authority are present:
line, staff, and functional. Line authority is the right to
carry out assignments and exact performance from
other individuals.

LINE AUTHORITY. Line authority flows down the chain
of command. For example, line authority gives a pro-
duction supervisor the right to direct an employee to
operate a particular machine, and it gives the vice
president of finance the right to request a certain report
from a department head. Therefore, line authority
gives an individual a certain degree of power relating
to the performance of an organizational task.

Two important clarifications should be consid-
ered, however, when discussing line authority: (1) line
authority does not ensure effective performance, and
(2) line authority is not restricted to line personnel.
The head of a staff department has line authority over
his or her employees by virtue of authority relation-
ships between the department head and his or her
directly-reporting employees.

STAFF AUTHORITY. Staff authority is the right to
advise or counsel those with line authority. For exam-
ple, human resource department employees help other
departments by selecting and developing a qualified
workforce. A quality control manager aids a production
manager by determining the acceptable quality level of
products or services at a manufacturing company, initi-
ating quality programs, and carrying out statistical
analysis to ensure compliance with quality standards.
Therefore, staff authority gives staff personnel the right
to offer advice in an effort to improve line operations.

FUNCTIONAL AUTHORITY. Functional authority is
referred to as limited line authority. It gives a staff
person power over a particular function, such as safety
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or accounting. Usually, functional authority is given to
specific staff personnel with expertise in a certain area.
For example, members of an accounting department
might have authority to request documents they need to
prepare financial reports, or a human resource manager
might have authority to ensure that all departments are
complying with equal employment opportunity laws.
Functional authority is a special type of authority for
staff personnel, which must be designated by top man-
agement.

LINE-AND-STAFF CONFLICT

Due to different positions and types of authority
within a line-and-staff organization, conflict between
line and staff personnel is almost inevitable. Although
minimal conflict due to differences in viewpoints is
natural, conflict on the part of line and staff personnel
can disrupt an entire organization. There are many rea-
sons for conflict. Poor human relations, overlapping
authority and responsibility, and misuse of staff per-
sonnel by top management are all primary reasons for
feelings of resentment between line and staff person-
nel. This resentment can result in various departments
viewing the organization from a narrow stance instead
of looking at the organization as a whole.

Fortunately, there are several ways to minimize
conflict. One way is to integrate line and staff person-
nel into a work team. The success of the work team
depends on how well each group can work together in
efforts to increase productivity and performance.
Another solution is to ensure that the areas of respon-
sibility and authority of both line and staff personnel
are clearly defined. With clearly defined lines of
authority and responsibility, each group may better
understand their role in the organization. A third way
to minimize conflict is to hold both line and staff per-
sonnel accountable for the results of their own activi-
ties. In other words, line personnel should not be
entirely responsible for poor performance resulting
from staff personnel advice.

Line-and-staff organizations combine the direct
flow of authority present within a line organization with
staff departments that offer support and advice. A clear
chain of command is a consistent characteristic among
line-and-staff organizational structures. Problems of
conflict may arise, but organizations that clearly delin-
eate responsibility can help minimize such conflict.

SEE ALSO: Leadership Styles and Bases of Power;
Organizational Chart; Organizational Structure;
Organizing
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Revised by Scott B. Droege
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LISTENING

Listening is a critical part of communication, and
poor listening can contribute to a host of interpersonal
and organizational problems. Because a great deal of
communication time is spent listening, errors are often
costly. Communications research indicates that listen-
ing errors are common; organizational members often
listen inadequately, hindering personal and organiza-
tional success. 

There are two major types of listening: recall lis-
tening and empathic listening. With recall listening, a
person attempts to correctly interpret and remember
the content of what another person says. Recall listen-
ing can be improved greatly by minimizing distractions
and practicing other good listening habits. Empathic
listening involves expressing certain attitudes toward
the speaker, such as openness to their message, enthusi-
asm, and concern. A good empathic listener will use
nonverbal signals like nodding and eye contact to indi-
cate a willingness to hear the message.

There are a number of ways to improve listening.
These include avoiding distractions, listening for the
speaker’s emotions and controlling one’s own emo-
tions, recognizing gender differences in communica-
tion style, and engaging in active listening. By
mastering techniques for improved listening, man-
agers can better communicate with their supervisors,
subordinates, coworkers, and customers.

AVOIDING DISTRACTIONS

The most basic approach to improving listening
in the workplace is to avoid distractions that prevent
one from concentrating on what is being said. Even
when distractions cannot be completely eliminated,
they can be minimized in order to improve concentra-
tion. In an office setting, listeners can close their office
door to minimize outside noise, or move to a more quiet
location such as an empty meeting room. Additionally,
it may be necessary to ignore telephone calls and newly
arrived e-mail in order to fully concentrate. Finally,
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be dealt with quickly so that attention can be returned
to the speaker. 

Not all distractions come from others in the
organization; listeners are often distracted by work or
other thoughts when they should be listening.
Therefore, when it is important to listen, individuals
should stop working, stop reading, and stop using their
computers. When distracted by thoughts, listeners
should focus their minds on what the speaker is
saying. Mental wanderings are as distracting as phys-
ical interruptions. 

Concentration and eye contact can minimize dis-
tractions and improve listening. To better concentrate,
it is important to look the speaker in the eyes and sit at
a proper distance. Listeners should sit close enough
that the speaker knows that he or she has their atten-
tion. Listeners should also look at the speaker so that
they are better able to follow his or her words. Finally,
it is important to maintain eye contact when the other
person is speaking. 

One major threat to effective listening is speaking
too often, and especially interrupting the speaker. If
listeners do not allow the speaker time to finish his
thoughts, they will miss the full meaning of his words.
Additionally, if listeners are concerned with their
response to the speaker, they likely are thinking about
their own words and not listening properly. Thus, it
may be useful for speakers to pause after the speaker
has finished, making sure that she has said all that she
intends to say. Furthermore, this is courteous to the
speaker, and allows listeners time to gather their
thoughts before responding. 

MANAGING EMOTIONS

To listen effectively, it is important for listeners to
read the speaker’s emotions and manage their own
feelings. Any anger, frustration, or hostility from
either party can hinder the ability to listen properly.
When listening to a person who is expressing negative
emotion, listeners should try to show that these feel-
ings have been recognized. Oftentimes, speakers want
their feelings to be acknowledged before they are
reading to discuss the content of their concern. This is
particularly true with customers or clients; discussing
a problem with an angry customer is likely to be futile
if the listener does not first show that their feelings
have been recognized and understood. 

If listeners are unable to diffuse a speaker’s nega-
tive emotions in a discussion, they are likely to be the
target of hostile words. In this case there are several
ways for listeners to respond: ignore the remark and
continue listening to the speaker, make an issue of the
comment, or respond to the comment in passing and
continue with the original conversation. The response

of choice will often depend on the situation, but in all
cases should be made deliberately and not based on
emotion. Responding with anger is not likely to
improve the situation.

In addition to reading the speaker’s emotions, lis-
teners must recognize their emotional reaction to the
speaker and to his or her words. First, it is important to
recognize the things that trigger negative emotions;
listeners often are aware of topics and opinions that
they have a strong reaction to. Knowing these can help
listeners to step back from a conversation and mini-
mize the emotional reaction to a particular topic.
Second, people may have negative reactions to partic-
ular coworkers or customers that can impede effective
listening. Again, advance recognition of feelings
about a person may allow the listener to set them aside
more easily when it is important to listen. Finally,
when negative emotions occur unpredictably, listeners
must remember that highly emotional communication
is rarely effective in a business context. It may be nec-
essary for listeners to physically excuse themselves
for a short time to control their emotions before
resuming discussion.

GENDER DIFFERENCES

Gender differences in communication can cause
problems. By understanding these differences, listen-
ers can improve their effectiveness when they are
addressed by someone of the opposite sex. The major
difference in communication is that women prefer to
give many details before coming to a conclusion,
while men prefer to give “the bottom line” with few
details. This may lead male listeners to think that a
female speaker is rambling or avoiding her opinion.
Subsequently, the female speaker may believe that the
male is not listening because he does not consider the
details to be important. Conversely, a female listener
may find a male speaker’s comments too abrupt, or
may believe the speaker is hiding details that he does
not want others to know. On average, males and
females may be different in the way that they commu-
nicate. However, not all individuals fit these general-
ized characteristics. Thus, in order to listen effectively
it is important to recognize the way each person com-
municates, beyond mannerisms related to gender.

ACTIVE LISTENING

One specific technique to improve listening is
called active listening. Active listening involves
asking questions, using nonverbal cues, giving feed-
back, and using reflective listening to more effectively
understand the speaker. 

Oftentimes, a speaker may give incomplete infor-
mation or speak in a way that the listener cannot
understand. To understand the speaker, the listener
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may need to ask questions to elicit the information
that has not been received. This can involve the use of
closed questions, which require only a yes or no
answer, and open questions, which require the speaker
to elaborate. There are different times in which each is
appropriate. For instance, assume a subordinate comes
to a manager’s office to discuss a lack of progress on a
project and says, “There are some interpersonal issues
with my team members.” This would best be followed
by an open question, such as, “What are some of the
things that have been going on that are leading to these
interpersonal issues?” A closed question, such as, “Is
your team leader causing problems?” is unlikely to
elicit the necessary information. Conversely, there are
times when closed questions are most appropriate,
particularly as follow-ups to open questions. After dis-
cussing the team problems with the subordinate, the
aforementioned manager might confirm: “So, you’d
like for me to meet with the team tomorrow to clarify
each person’s responsibilities?” Closed questions can
often help to come to conclusions after a discussion.

Active listening also involves reading a speaker’s
tone of voice and body language, both of which may
convey a different message than that of the words
used. A person’s tone of voice may reveal feelings that
contradict his words; an employee who assures that
she is excited to tackle a difficult task, but speaks in a
flat, dull voice, may be hiding her hesitance to attempt
that task. Body language can also convey more than
words. A speaker who does not make eye contact and
looks down may be conveying embarrassment or dis-
comfort. A speaker who leans forward and gestures
often may be excited or enthusiastic. Some commonly
held beliefs about body language are not necessarily
accurate. Crossed arms from a listener, often believed
to be a sign of resistance to the speaker’s words, may
only be a sign of the listener’s most comfortable sit-
ting position. Some people believe that unwillingness
to make eye contact indicates lying. However, many
people can look others in the eye and lie, or may lack
eye contact due to shyness or other reasons. 

Feedback is a critical part of active listening; both
nonverbal and verbal responses can improve listening.
To show that they understand the listener, a speaker
may nod their head, smile, or raise their eyebrows.
Verbal responses to show comprehension include
saying, “uh huh,” “I agree,” and “yes.” To indicate a
lack of understanding or the need for further informa-
tion when listening, a listener might furrow his eye-
brows or cock her head to one side. Replying, “I don’t
understand” or “Can you explain?” can improve a lis-
tener’s ability to understand the speaker. One previ-
ously discussed element of feedback is acknowledging
the speaker’s feelings, particularly when the speaker is
emotional. Before listeners can effectively understand
the topic of discussion, they should recognize any neg-
ative feelings that the speaker appears to have.

Reflective listening is a hallmark of active listen-
ing and is a special type of feedback. With reflective
listening, the listener takes the message that the
speaker says and returns it to him or her for confirma-
tion. For example, an employee may say, “I’m feeling
very frustrated with our weekly staff meetings. We just
seem to talk around all the same issues and I never get
much out of them except the feeling that no one knows
what anyone else is working on.” In this case, a man-
ager might respond, “It sounds as if you feel that the
staff meetings are disorganized and not a good use of
time.” By rephrasing the speaker’s words, the manager
confirms that they are understood, which makes the
speaker feel as if he has been heard correctly. One con-
cern with reflective listening is that the speaker may
feel as if the listener has just agreed with or validated
his or her feelings. In some cases, the listener may dis-
agree with the speaker’s opinion, but still wants to
indicate understanding of the message. In this circum-
stance, it is important to preface the reflective com-
ment with, “I hear you saying that. . .” or “It seems
you are. . .” to indicate that the message is the
speaker’s and not necessarily the listener’s.

Listening is a critical business skill, and it can be
improved by avoiding distractions, recognizing the
speaker’s emotions, understanding gender differences
in communication style, and using active listening. By
improving listening, problems associated with mis-
communication in the workplace may be minimized.

SEE ALSO: Communication

Marcia J. Simmering
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LOCATION STRATEGY

Being in the right location is a key ingredient in a
business’s success. If a company selects the wrong loca-
tion, it may have adequate access to customers, work-
ers, transportation, materials, and so on. Consequently,
location often plays a significant role in a company’s
profit and overall success. A location strategy is a plan
for obtaining the optimal location for a company by
identifying company needs and objectives, and search-
ing for locations with offerings that are compatible with
these needs and objectives. Generally, this means the
firm will attempt to maximize opportunity while mini-
mizing costs and risks.

A company’s location strategy should conform
with, and be part of, its overall corporate strategy.
Hence, if a company strives to become a global leader
in telecommunications equipment, for example, it
must consider establishing plants and warehouses in
regions that are consistent with its strategy and that
are optimally located to serve its global customers. A
company’s executives and managers often develop
location strategies, but they may select consultants (or
economic development groups) to undertake the task
of developing a location strategy, or at least to assist in
the process, especially if they have little experience in
selecting locations.

Formulating a location strategy typically involves
the following factors:

1. Facilities. Facilities planning involves deter-
mining what kind of space a company will
need given its short-term and long-term goals.

2. Feasibility. Feasibility analysis is an assess-
ment of the different operating costs and
other factors associated with different loca-
tions.

3. Logistics. Logistics evaluation is the appraisal
of the transportation options and costs for the
prospective manufacturing and warehousing
facilities.

4. Labor. Labor analysis determines whether
prospective locations can meet a company’s
labor needs given its short-term and long-
term goals.

5. Community and site. Community and site
evaluation involves examining whether a
company and a prospective community and
site will be compatible in the long-term.

6. Trade zones. Companies may want to con-
sider the benefits offered by free-trade zones,
which are closed facilities monitored by cus-
toms services where goods can be brought
without the usual customs requirements. The

United States has about 170 free-trade zones
and other countries have them as well.

7. Political risk. Companies considering expand-
ing into other countries must take political risk
into consideration when developing a location
strategy. Since some countries have unstable
political environments, companies must be
prepared for upheaval and turmoil if they plan
long-term operations in such countries.

8. Governmental regulation. Companies also
may face government barriers and heavy
restrictions and regulation if they intend to
expand into other countries. Therefore, com-
panies must examine governmental—as well
as cultural—obstacles in other countries
when developing location strategies.

9. Environmental regulation. Companies
should consider the various environmental
regulations that might affect their operations
in different locations. Environmental regula-
tion also may have an impact on the relation-
ship between a company and the community
around a prospective location.

10. Incentives. Incentive negotiation is the process
by which a company and a community negoti-
ate property and any benefits the company will
receive, such as tax breaks. Incentives may
place a significant role in a company’s selec-
tion of a site.

Depending on the type of business, companies
also may have to examine other aspects of prospective
locations and communities. Based on these considera-
tions, companies are able to choose a site that will best
serve their needs and help them achieve their goals.

COMPANY REQUIREMENTS

The initial part of developing a location strategy
is determining what a company will require of its loca-
tions. These needs then serve as some of the primary
criteria a company uses to evaluate different options.
Some of the basic requirements a company must con-
sider are:

• Size. A company must determine what size
property or facility it needs.

• Traffic. If it is in the service business, a com-
pany must obtain statistics on the amount of
traffic or the number of pedestrians that pass
by a prospective location each day.

• Population. Whether a service or manufac-
turing operation, a company must examine
the population of prospective locations to
ensure that there is a sufficient number of
potential customers (if a service business) or
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Rating Factor-
Factor (1-100) Weight Rating

Energy
availability 60 .3 18

Labor
availability 80 .2 16

Transportation 40 .2 8

Supplies 90 .1  9

Taxes and
regulations 70 .1 7

Infrastructure 70 .1 7

Overall Factor-
Rating — — 65

Table 1
Sample Factor-Rating System

a sufficient number of skilled or trainable
workers. In addition, manufacturers also
benefit from being close to their customers,
because proximity to customers reduces
shipment time and increases company
responsiveness to customers.

• Total costs. Companies must determine the
maximum total costs they are willing to pay
for a new location. Total costs include distri-
bution, land, labor, taxes, utilities, and con-
struction costs. More obscure costs also
should be considered, such as transportation
costs to ship materials and supplies, and the
loss of customer responsiveness if moving
further away from the customer base.

• Infrastructure. Companies must consider
what their infrastructure requirements will be,
including what modes of transportation they
will need and what kinds of telecommunica-
tions services and equipment they will need.

• Labor. Companies must establish their labor
criteria and determine what kind of labor
pool they will need, including the desired
education and skilled levels.

• Suppliers. Companies must consider the kinds
of suppliers they will need near their locations.
In addition, having suppliers nearby can help
companies reduce their production costs.

Besides these basic requirements, companies
must take into consideration their unique requirements
of prospective locations. These requirements may cor-
respond to their overall corporate strategy and corpo-
rate goals and to their particular industries.

LOCATION SELECTION TECHNIQUES

MANUFACTURING. Several techniques exist that can
be used as part of a location strategy to determine the
merits of prospective sites. Location strategists often
divide assessment of prospective locations into macro
analysis and micro analysis. Macro analysis encom-
passes the evaluation of different regions and commu-
nities, whereas micro analysis includes the evaluation
of particular sites. The main macro analysis techniques
are factor-rating systems, linear programming, and
center of gravity.

Factor-rating systems are among the most com-
monly used techniques for choosing a location,
because they analyze diverse factors in an easily com-
prehensible manner. Factor-rating systems simply
consist of a weighted list of the factors a company con-
siders the most important and a range of values for each
factor (see Table 1). A company can rate each site with
a value from the range based on the costs and benefits
offered by the alternative locations, and multiply this

value by the appropriate weight. These numbers are
then summed to get an overall “factor rating.” Then a
company can compare the overall ratings of alternative
sites. This technique enables a company to choose a
location systematically based on the best rating. 

Linear programming provides a method for eval-
uating the cost of prospective locations within a pro-
duction/distribution network. This technique uses a
matrix of production facilities and warehouses that
shows the unit shipping costs from a manufacturing
location designated by a variable, such as X, to
prospective destinations, such as warehouses desig-
nated by other variables—E, F, and G—and the total
amount of goods the prospective manufacturer, X,
could produce. Other prospective manufacturing loca-
tions and the same information for each are also
included in the matrix. After computing the total costs
for each prospective location, a company can deter-
mine which one has lower total costs in terms of the
entire production/distribution network.

The center of gravity method is useful for identi-
fying an individual location by considering existing
locations, the distances between them, and the volume
of products to be shipped. Companies use this method
mostly for locating distribution warehouses. To use
this technique, companies plot their existing locations
on a grid with a coordinate system (the particular
coordinate system used does not matter). The idea
behind this technique is to identify the relative dis-
tances between locations. After the existing locations
are placed on the grid, the center of gravity is deter-
mined by calculating the X and Y coordinates that
would have the lowest transportation costs.

SERVICES. Since service businesses generally must
maintain a number of sites to remain close to cus-
tomers, the location selected should be close to the
targeted segment of the market. The market also can
influence the number of new locations, as well as their
size and features.
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tions is to establish a set of minimum criteria for open-
ing new outlets. These criteria should be developed so
that the locations selected have strong chances of suc-
cess. A company could assess the potential of prospec-
tive locations based on primary criteria such as:

• The population of the community should
more than 100,000.

• The annual per capita income should be
more than $35,000.

After selecting locations that satisfy these crite-
ria, a company might further evaluate the potential
locations based on a set of criteria that considers the
location’s industrialization, person/car ratio, labor
availability, population density, and infrastructure.

TRENDS IN LOCATION STRATEGY

Globalization and technology have been the
biggest drivers of change in the location decision
process over the last thirty years. Location activity has
been very high in recent decades as a result of tech-
nology improvements, economic growth, international
expansion and globalization, and corporate restructur-
ing, mergers and acquisitions.

The top five location factors for global companies
are costs, infrastructure, labor characteristics, govern-
ment and political issues, and economy. Key sub-fac-
tors are the availability and quality of the labor force,
the quality and reliability of modes of transportation,
the quality and reliability of utilities, wage rates, worker
motivation, telecommunication systems, record of gov-
ernment stability, and industrial relations laws. Other
sub-factors—protection of patents, availability of man-
agement resources and specific skills, and system and
integration costs—are of increasing importance.

Whereas wages and the industrial relations envi-
ronment are significant factors in multinational loca-
tion decisions, by far the main determinant is the host
country market size. Furthermore, global economic
considerations have become paramount in location
strategy as companies contemplate the advantages
afforded by various locations in terms of positioning
in international markets and against competitors.

When companies seek new sites they generally
strive to keep operating and start-up costs low, and so
they often choose locations in collaboration with eco-
nomic development groups to achieve these goals.
Companies also now expect to move into new facilities
more quickly than in the past, so they tend to focus more
on leasing facilities than purchasing land and building
new facilities. Also, by leasing facilities, companies can
relocate every few years if the market requires it.

Technology, especially communications technol-
ogy, has not only been a driver of change, but has facil-

itated the site selection process. Managers can obtain
initial information on alternative locations via the
Internet and promotional software. Site selections
agencies increasingly use geographical information
system (GIS) technology, and e-mail has become a
dominant mode of communication in location research
and negotiation.

Location databases have enabled companies to
do initial screening themselves, hence reducing their
need to rely on economic developers to providing only
very specific information and details on locations—such
as commuting patterns and workforce characteristics.

Telecommunications technology has created the
“virtual office” of employees working from remote
locations. The growth of the virtual office has impacted
location strategy in that some companies no longer
need as much workspace because many employees
work from remote sites. When these employees need
to work at the office, they can call and reserve office
space for themselves. The decrease in facility size can
lead to millions of dollars worth of savings each year,
while increasing productivity.

SEE ALSO: Globalization; International Business

Karl Heil

Revised by R. Anthony Inman
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LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORTATION

According to the Council of Supply Chain
Management Professionals (CSCMP), logistics man-
agement can be defined as, “that part of supply chain
management that plans, implements, and controls the
efficient, effective forward and reverse flow and storage
of goods, services and related information between the
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point of origin and the point of consumption in order to
meet customers’ requirements.” 

The history of logistics is rooted in its military
application. Since WWII it has developed into an
important function of business as it became evident
that logistics and transportation add place and time
value to products and enhance the form and posses-
sion value added by manufacturing and marketing. 

The concept of logistics as a business discipline
began to appear in the business-related literature in the
1960s when it was called physical distribution. At that
time its focus was on the outbound side of the logistics
system. With the emerging importance of Supply
Chain Management, logistics and transportation has
become even more crucial as supply chain managers
realize that the coordination and integration of the
logistics systems of all organizations with the supply
chain are requirements for success. 

According to Coyle, Bardi and Langley there are
four subdivisions of logistics:

• Business logistics—this is the same as the
definition from the CSCMP and approach
we are adopting in our discussion.

• Military logistics—all that is necessary to
support the operational capability of military
forces and their equipment in order to ensure
readiness, reliability, and efficiency.

• Event logistics—management of all involved
(activities, facilities, and personnel) in organ-
izing, scheduling, and deploying the resources
necessary to ensure the occurrence of an event
and efficient withdrawal afterwards.

• Service logistics—acquisition, scheduling,
and management of facilities, personnel, and
materials need to support and sustain a serv-
ice operation.

Within the context of this essay we will be
addressing the concept of business logistics. Business
logistics systems can be classified into four categories:

Balanced System. Firms with a balanced
system have reasonably balanced inbound
and outbound flows.

Heavy inbound. These firms have a very heavy
inbound flow but a very simple outbound
flow. Firms with heavy inbound flow typi-
cally do not warehouse their finished goods,
for example, aircraft manufacturers.

Heavy outbound. These firms have a complex
outbound flow and a very simple inbound
flow. Their inbound flow is usually raw
material from a relatively short distance.
Typically their outbound shipments are a
wide variety of packaged finished goods

requiring storage and transportation to the
final consumer.

Reverse system. Reverse supply chain logis-
tics systems have reverse flows on the out-
bound side of their system. Durable products
are returned for credit, trade-in, repair, sal-
vage or disposal or the firm utilized return-
able or reusable containers.

Coyle, Bardi and Langley list a number of activi-
ties that lie within the realm of logistics: 

• Order fulfillment—activities involved with
completing customer orders. Obviously,
transportation and logistics would be an inte-
gral part of completing the orders since they
directly impact delivery.

• Traffic and transportation—the physical
movement of goods.

• Warehousing and storage—a number of ware-
housing decisions directly impact logistics
and transportation. For example, how many
warehouses are needed, where should they be
located, how large should they be, how much
inventory should be held in each?

• Plant and warehouse site location—location
can alter time and place relationships
between the warehouse and the customer.
Frequently transportation cost is a major
factor in plant and warehouse location.

• Materials handling—the placement of goods
and the movement of goods within a ware-
house, factory or other facility. This includes
incoming movement of goods and the move-
ment of goods from storage to order-picking
areas to dock areas for shipment.

• Industrial packaging—transportation directly
impacts the type packaging needed. Fast
methods of transport, such as air, generally
require little in the way of packaging while the
slower modes, such as water or rail, require
substantial packaging expenditures to ensure
safe shipment.

• Purchasing—quantities purchased directly
affect transportation costs. Also, transporta-
tion relates directly to the distance or loca-
tion of goods purchased by the firm.
Purchasing and logistics are increasingly
integrated in many major firms.

• Demand forecasting—accurate and reliable
forecasting is essential for effective inven-
tory control purposes, especially within
firms utilizing lean manufacturing and JIT. 

• Inventory control—this is directly related
to transportation and warehousing. If
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N transportation is slow higher levels of inven-
tory are needed, ergo, more warehouse
capacity is needed. 

• Production planning—production planning
must operate in close coordination with
logistics in order to ensure adequate market
coverage. Production planning and logistics
are increasingly integrated within large cor-
porations.

• Parts and service support—the effectiveness
of parts and service support depend upon
speed of transportation, location of ware-
houses, and forecasting of support function
needs. Obviously, parts and service support
have a direct impact on customer service
levels.

• Return goods handling—reverse supply chain
logistics is an increasingly important but fre-
quently overlooked dimension in logistics.

• Salvage and scrap disposal—disposal is an
integral part of the reverse supply chain.
There is an increasing interest, in the logis-
tics literature, in the impact of the location of
evaluation and disposal facilities for
returned goods.

• Customer service levels—logistics plays an
extremely important role in ensuring that
customers get the right products at the right
place at the right time. Transportation, ware-
housing, forecasting, inventory control, and
production planning all have a direct impact
on customer satisfaction.

The two most obvious aspects of logistics are
warehousing and transportation. 

WAREHOUSING AND STORAGE. Warehousing is defined
as the storage of goods: raw materials, semi-finished
goods, or finished goods. This includes a wide spectrum
of facilities and locations that provide warehousing.
Since this is a point in the logistics system where goods
are held for varying amounts of time, the flow is inter-
rupted or stopped, thereby creating additional costs to
the product.

In a macroeconomic sense, warehousing creates
time utility for raw materials, industrial goods and
finished products. It also increases the utility of goods
by broadening their time availability to prospective
customers. 

TRANSPORTATION. Transportation involves the phys-
ical movement or flow of goods. The transportation
system is the physical link that connects customers,
raw material suppliers, plants, warehouses and chan-
nel members. These are the fixed points in a logistics
supply chain. 

The basic modes of transportation are water, rail,
motor carrier, air and pipeline. Water being the slow-
est mode with rail, motor carrier, and air following in
order of speed of delivery. Generally, the order is
reversed when looking at costs. 

Selection of the appropriate carrier has several
steps. First the firm selects a transportation mode. The
shipper must compare the service desired with the rate
or cost of service. Service usually means transit time or
the time that elapses from the time the consignor makes
the goods available for dispatch until the carrier deliv-
ers to the consignee. Pickup and delivery, terminal han-
dling and movement between origin and destination
account for the time involved in transporting goods.

The firm must balance the “need for speed” with
the costs inherent in the mode of transport. This
includes the rate charged for the service, minimum
weight requirements, loading and unloading facilities,
packaging, possible damage in transit, and any special
services that may be desired or required. If next day
delivery is imperative, the shipper will utilize an air
freight carrier but will pay a premium price for such
rapid service. If time is not a particularly critical element
the shipper may elect to use rail or a motor carrier, or
may even utilize a water carrier if time is inconsequen-
tial. Water-based modes of transportation are the least
expensive and are used for commodity type products
such as grain, coal, and ore. Some firms even utilize
more than one mode of transportation, called intermodal
transport, to move their goods.

Once a mode is selected, the shipper must decide
the legal classification or type of carrier they wish to
utilize: common, regulated, contract, exempt or private.

Common carriers serve the general public at rea-
sonable prices and without discrimination. They cannot
refuse to carry a particular commodity or refuse to serve
a particular point with the scope of the carrier’s opera-
tion. Common carriers are liable for all goods lost, dam-
aged, or delayed unless caused by an act of God, an act
of a public enemy, an act of public authority, an act of
the shipper, or some defect within the good itself.

Regulated carriers are required to provide safe
and adequate service and facilities upon reasonable
request and are liable for damage up to limits estab-
lished by the carrier. Regulated carriers can be motor
carriers or water carriers and are subject to minimal
federal controls.

A contract carrier does not serve the general public,
but, rather serves one or a limited number of contracted
customers. They have no legal service obligation. They
often provide a specialized service and usually have
lower rates than common or regulated carriers.

Exempt carriers are exempt from regulation
regarding rates and services. Exempt status comes
from the type commodity hauled or the nature of the
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carrier’s operation. Exempt motor carriers are usually
local and typically transport such items as agricultural
goods, newspapers, livestock, and fish. Exempt water
carriers transport bulk commodities such as coal, ore,
grain, and liquid. Exempt rail carriers transport piggy-
back shipments and exempt air carriers haul cargo.

A firm’s own transportation is termed a private
carrier. Private carriers are not “for-hire” and not sub-
ject to the same federal regulations as other types of
transport. However, the carrier’s primary business
must be something other than transportation.

Once the mode and type of carrier is determined
a final decision can be made based on other factors.
Accessibility is one such factor. Some firms have geo-
graphic limits to their routing network. Others may
not possess physical access to needed facilities or have
the ability to provide the equipment and facilities that
movement of a particular commodity may require.
Reliability, the consistency of the transit time a carrier
provides, is also a key factor. Finally, convenience and
communication are other important considerations
when selecting a carrier. 

Measures that a transportation firm would use to
judge its performance include: orders shipped on time,
orders shipped complete, order preparation time,
product availability, and transit time. From the cus-
tomer perspective performance can be gauged from
orders received on time, orders received complete,
orders received damage free, orders filled accurately,
and orders billed accurately.

GLOBAL LOGISTICS

The expansion of the global marketplace puts the
concept of global logistics into the limelight. Logistics
experts must now manage all of the aforementioned
logistics activities within a world-wide arena span-
ning a multitude of countries, languages, cultures,
governments, and regulations. Along with this expan-
sion of the marketplace comes the need for global
channel intermediaries. Today’s global logistics man-
ager would be familiar with the role of each of the
following: 

• Foreign freight forwarders—handlers of a
myriad of foreign freight services: rate
quotes, vessel chartering, booking of vessel
space, handling of documentation and cargo
insurance, tracing and expediting, arranging
inland transportation and providing transla-
tion services.

• Export management companies —suppliers
of expertise to those wishing to sell products
overseas but lacking the necessary resources.

• Export trading companies—locaters of over-
seas buyers. They also handle export docu-

mentation, transportation and the meeting of
foreign government requirements.

• Customs house brokers—overseers of the
movement of goods through customs. They
also ensure that accompanying documents
are complete and accurate.

• Ship brokers—sales representatives for ship
owners and purchasing representatives for
the shipper.

• Ship agents—local representative of the ship
operator that handles the ship’s arrival,
berthing, clearance, loading and unloading.

• Export packers—suppliers of export pack-
aging services.

• Port authorities—owner and operator of the
port. They provide wharf, dock, and other
terminal facilities at port locations.

SEE ALSO: Exporting and Importing; Forecasting; Lean
Manufacturing and Just-in-Time Production;
Reverse Supply Chain Logistics; Warehousing and
Warehouse Management

R. Anthony Inman
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LONGITUDINAL SCENARIOS

Strategic planning and forecasting tend to use
projections of past events to develop future plans.
Such approaches rely on historical data and assume a
continuation of past business practices and environ-
mental stability. Scenarios are used to develop plans
for significant changes in products, personnel, or
processes for which data are limited and uncertain.
The premise is that the best way to prepare for radi-
cally different situations is to think through various
events that could occur and consider alternatives for
responding to those situations if they should happen.

One early application of this technique was a
1968 forecast for the Royal Dutch Shell Group that
foresaw the 1973 OPEC oil price rise. By thinking
through this possibility, Shell executives were able to
respond more rapidly than their competitors. This
allowed Shell to move from its position as the eighth-
largest oil producer to the second-largest in two years
time. Businesses in energy intensive industries like
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S trucking or airlines could benefit by considering what
would happen and how should they respond if gas
prices were to reach extremely high levels. 

Scenarios typically look at potential situations
from one of two perspectives. Some firms approach
scenario development by looking at possible chain
reactions resulting from a possible change. For exam-
ple, new medical technology could raise average life
expectancies beyond 100 years. In this case, one might
ask what the impact would be on labor markets, health
care, retirement programs, and housing. In other words,
how would the change in average life expectancy
change business?

An alternative approach is to look at a desired
future state and proceed backward to consider the pre-
cursor developments that would be necessary to
achieve the desired state. Firms could look at what
changes in immunology, surgery, and drug develop-
ment would be necessary to make it possible for life
expectancies to reach 100. The question becomes what
could the business do to make this possibility a reality?

There are many different approaches firms can use
to develop meaningful scenarios. In their 2001 article,
“The Essentials of Scenario Writing,” Steven Schnaars
and Paschalina Ziamou suggested the following:

1. Optimistic vs. best guess vs. pessimistic sce-
narios. This approach looks at the most likely
(best guess) future situation based on current
information. The optimistic scenario intro-
duces questions regarding what things would
or could happen to result in a better than
anticipated outcome, and how the organiza-
tion can make those things actually happen.
The pessimistic scenario looks at many of the
things that could go wrong and tries to help
decision makers plan responses to deal with
these problems should they arise.

2. Good vs. bad scenarios. This approach
avoids the tendency to focus on the most
likely alternative of the “best guess” and
forces managers to give more attention to
both extremes.

3. Arrayed scenarios. These scenarios look at
alternatives associated with a continuum
along a single criterion or dimension. Firms
could plan their response to a slight, moder-
ate, or severe change in the price of gasoline
or another key resource.

4. Independently themed scenarios. This
approach looks at different aspects of the
future. One scenario could look at possible
technological breakthroughs, another at envi-
ronmental concerns, and a third at potential
market changes. Each scenario is conceptu-
ally independent of the others.

Firms can use scenarios to develop a variety of
strategies. Some firms strive to develop strategies that
perform equally well across all scenarios, while others
try to develop strategies that would work well in
response to each possible scenario. A third approach is
to develop a strategy to postpone commitment and
keep options open as long as possible.

Scenario development allows firms to deviate
from a linear projection of past business practices.
This is accomplished by developing potential situa-
tions that question traditional assumptions about the
firm’s relevant industry, processes, markets, and
people that may make it necessary to significantly
alter the current strategy. Great strategists are more
attuned to their environment and notice small changes
in it before their less attentive counterparts. Scenario
analysis allows firms to recognize some of these pos-
sible changes before their competitors and plan
responses accordingly.

SEE ALSO: Contingency Approach to Management; Forecasting;
Strategic Planning Tools

Joe Thomas
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